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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel measure of cultural distances between countries. Making
use of the information coming from the World Value Survey (Wave 6), and considering
the interdependence among cultural traits, the paper proposes a methodology to define
the cultural distance between countries, that takes into account the network structure of
national cultural traits. Exploiting the possibilities offered by Copula graphical models
for ordinal and categorical data, the paper infers the network structure of 54 countries
and proposes a new summary measure of national cultural distances. The DBRV Cultural
Distance index shows that, as for 2010-2014, compared to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) the
world appears to be more culturally heterogeneous than what it was previously thought.
1 Introduction
Culture matters! It shapes individual preferences and is robustly related to many economic outcomes,
one above all the rate of growth of countries (Guiso et al., 2006; Tarabar, 2019). After being absent
from mainstream economics for a long time, culture - in the sense of local norms, customs, attitudes
and values1 – has entered economic analysis again, especially as far as measurement is concerned. In
the last twenty years or so, dozens of empirical papers did support the claim that culture matters for
economics, over and above the role of institutions (Alesina and Giuliano, 2015).
In parallel with the debate on the empirics of institutions and economic growth (Marini, 2004; De Jong,
2011; Voigt, 2013), two fundamental problems lie at the basis of empirical studies on culture: the def-
inition of the object of analysis and the measurement of it. What is culture? How can we measure it?
The literature has not crystallised in consensual answers to both questions.
∗ The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of the COST Action CA15109 (COST-
NET), which partially funded a visit of Roberto Rondinelli to Brunel University London. No conflict
of interest applies.
1 To cast this list of terms in the history of ideas, already in 1871 the English anthropologist, and founder of cultural
anthropology, Sir Edward Burnett Tylor offered a similar encompassing definition, stating that culture is “that complex
whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man
as a member of society” (Taylor, 1871).
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Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) recorded 160 possible definitions of culture, clustering them in six
different groups of definitions (plus a residual group of “Incomplete definitions”): the descriptives, the
historical, the normative, the psychological, the structural and the genetic. This list is by far exhaus-
tive, and revisions are periodically proposed by different scholars from different disciplines (Jahoda,
2012). Moreover, the definition itself can be mediated by geography and history2 and quite often the
comparative analysis of definitions concludes that there can be no generally agreed definition of culture,
implicitly confirming the multifaceted complexity of the concept (Greif, 1994; Akerlof and Kranton,
2000; Benabou and Tirole, 2006).
On the measurement side, national cultures and national cultural traits have been measured in several
ways. The methodologies to collect data on individual cultural traits go from lab or on-the-field ex-
periments in which people play Trust, Public good, Dictator or Ultimatum games (Roth et al., 1991;
Oosterbeek et al., 2004), to the application of an epidemiological approach to isolate the effect of
culture from that of institutions by analysing international migrants’ behaviour in a common institu-
tional setting (Ferna´ndez, 2008, 2011). What has become prevalent in recent years is the use of survey
data. Some surveys focus on one country (e.g. the General Social Survey (GSS), for the US)3 or one
geographical or political area (e.g. the European Values Study or the Eurobarometer, for the EU)4,
others are multi-country surveys, such as the Life in Transition Survey (LITS)5 or the one used in the
present study, the World Value Survey (WVS). Mixed data sources are also often used: Oosterbeek
et al. (2004) compare the results of a meta-analysis of 37 papers, which incorporates 75 outcomes from
Ultimatum game experiments with a selection of outcomes of a national cultural score, concerning the
respect for authority, trust, and competition, extracted from the World Values Survey.
This paper adopts an operational point of view. Avoiding to take a stance in the discussion on
the endogeneity or the exogeneity of the concept,6 it proposes an international comparative view. The
goal is the definition and measurement of cultural distances among countries, in the spirit of Minkov
and Hofstede (2012), being agnostic on the definition of culture and making use of the available in-
ternational survey data on cultural traits. On the other hand, instead of inspecting one single aspect
of culture, such as religion (McCleary and Barro, 2006), trust (Guiso et al., 2009), participation in
community’s activities (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2000) or preference for redistribution (Giuliano and
2 A nice example on how the definition of culture can depend on the “culture” of the proponent is the one of the
French sociologist David Emile Durkheim and the German philosopher and political economist Maximilian Karl Emil
Weber. They both lived in the same historical period, at the turn of 19th and 20th century. According to Durkheim
(1912) culture is defined by social facts in an objective reality (social institutions), a cohesive and consensual instrument,
a superior organism over the human behaviour. Symbols, religion and language are the main ways through which culture
manifests itself and develops. Instead, by Weber (1904) culture is strictly related to the perceptions of human beings.
3 GSS data on social change in the United States has been collected since 1972 by NORC at the University of
Chicago, with the support of the National Science Foundation. Alesina and La Ferrara (2000), in their study on trust
and on the relationship between group membership and community heterogeneity in the United States, Alesina and
Giuliano (2011) in their investigation on the preferences for redistribution, and Giuliano and Spilimbergo (2014) on the
effect of large macroeconomic shocks experienced during the critical years of early adulthood on individual preferences
for redistribution, all make use of the GSS data.
4 The Eurobarometer is a survey program conducted by the TNS Opinion network on behalf of the European
Commission investigating on a series of topics relating to the EU and its member states. Eurobarometer’s data have
been used in hundreds of publications including Guiso et al. (2009) in their study on bilateral trust among citizens of
the European Union countries.
5 The Life in Transition Survey (LITS) is a survey series directed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) in collaboration with the World Bank. It collects information on respondents’ living conditions
and on their beliefs concerning economic, political and social themes.
6 On this very point the literature is divided and all positions along the spectrum between endogeneity and exogeneity
are represented. Marx (1859) and, more recently, Inglehart (1990, 1997) state that causality runs from development to
culture. On the other side of the spectrum Bourdieu (1977) and Banfield (1958); Putnam et al. (1994); Fukuyama
(1995); Tabellini (2010) state that the causal link goes from culture to economic development. Others, like Ferrarotti
(1986), that conceives culture as a set of shared social experiences and values, fundamental for the society cohesion,
and Dasgupta (2003); McCleary and Barro (2006) state that the relation between culture and economic outcomes is a
correlation, and that causality runs both ways. The possible reverse causality calls for the use of instrumental variables
to isolate the effect of culture (Guiso et al., 2009; Alesina and Giuliano, 2015; Gorodnichenko and Roland, 2017) or
the use of regional cultural variables with country fixed effects, to capture omitted cross-national differences (Duranton
et al., 2009; Tabellini, 2010).
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Spilimbergo, 2014), this paper adopts a multivariate cross-country approach to quantify the systematic
variation in beliefs, local norms, customs, attitudes and values across countries. The distinctive nature
of the cultural distance proposed by this contribution is that it takes the notion of interdependence of
cultural traits as a building block in the measurement of national culture. To do so, the newly pro-
posed DBRV index of cultural distance (DBRV index, in short) builds on Graph Theory and Network
Analysis, in general, and on Graphical Models, in particular, for which it advances the latest Bayesian
inferential methods.
The analysis builds up on the many contributions of Inglehart (1977, 1990, 1997, 2018) and makes use
of existing data from Wave 6 (2010-2014) of the WVS (Inglehart et al., 2014) to measure cross-country
cultural distances for 54 countries through network analysis. The Cultural Map proposed by Inglehart
and Welzel (2005) is taken as an initial benchmark. Through the use of Graphical Models (Lauritzen,
1996), under the recently developed Bayesian inferential scheme (Mohammadi et al., 2017), this paper
proposes the new DBRV index of cultural distance between countries as a way to explicitly considering
the interdependence of the different cultural traits in determining a measure of a country’s culture. The
DBRV index correlates with the original Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map index (IW index
in short) with a value of 0.61, but its shows that the relative position of countries in the world cultural
space is influenced by how cultural traits interact with each others and not only on the relevance or
irrelevance of some cultural traits in national cultures.
The paper is organised as follow. Section 2 includes a concise description of the WVS data and
of the original Cultural Map derived from it. Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to the description of
the methodology based on graphical models adopted in the paper and to a comparison with the one
originally used in Inglehart and Welzel (2005). Two cultural distances are proposed using the graphical
modelling approach: one distance at the level of individual cultural trait distributions and a second dis-
tance at the level of cultural trait dependencies. A Principal Component Analysis shows how the first
distance correlates strongly with the Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map, whereas the second
distance represents a new dimension. Finally, the two distances are collapsed in one unique measure of
cultural distance and Multidimensional Scaling is used to provide the new projection of countries on
the cultural space. Section 5 concludes with some possible future extensions of the analysis to different
sets of cultural traits, to different pool of countries, to different country groups, and to longitudinal
data.
2 World Values Survey
The WVS is a cross-country research project carried out for almost 30 years. The resulting database
is public and freely accessible online, and that makes it the most widely used social survey database
in the world and makes the Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map one of the most cited and used
tool of analysis in cross-cultural studies.7
Its original purpose was to test the idea that economic conditions are changing the fundamental
attitudes and values in industrialized countries. In doing so, the researchers designed questionnaires
about demographics (gender, age, education) and self-reported economic conditions (salary, income
levels), and explicitly inquired respondents about religion, political preferences, attitudes and values.
From the original intent, the project expanded rapidly to a true global investigation on world cultural
traits.
7 The network of people working in the WVS project includes researchers from over 100 nations who did produce
more than 300 publications in 20 languages. The secondary use of the WVS data has contributed to the development
of thousands of additional studies. Beyond economics, the WVS has been used in many other social science disciplines.
See Alema´n and Woods (2016) for a use of WVS in comparative political science; Gomes and Ramaswamy (1999) and
Sivakumar and Nakata (2001) for applications to business studies; and Lee, Dong-Jin (1998) for an instrumental use of
the WVS in international marketing studies. For a nice extension of Inglehart’s approach see Basa´n˜ez (2016) and for a
critique see McSweeney (2002). For recent alternative approaches see Schein (2010) and Lewis (2010).
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Since 1977 the WVS has completed six waves of polls. WVS Wave 1 (1981-1984) covered 24 countries
and, with a questionnaire of 268 questions, presented evidences for inter-generational shifts in cultural
traits (Inglehart, 1990). Since then,8 the WVS Wave 6 (2010-2014) is now including 60 countries with
more than 85,000 respondents completing the questionnaire through face-to-face or phone interviews.
In each country at least 1000 individuals are interviewed and samples are representative of the national
adult population (18 years and older) (Inglehart et al., 2014).9 The questionnaire is composed of 258
questions, whose answers are mainly ordinal or nominal. The questions can be divided in different
macro-categories: Perceptions of life, Social life, Work, Family, Politics and Society, Religion and
Moral, National Identity, Security, Science, Socio-demographics. In every country the questions are
translated and accurately adapted to national specificity.10 The resulting data are the ones used in
the present analysis.
2.1 Data on cultural traits
In their construction of the Cultural Map, Inglehart and Welzel (2005) use only a subset of the ques-
tions included in the questionnaire, deriving a measure of national culture from 10 cultural traits.11
Referring to WVS Wave 6 (Inglehart et al., 2014), the cultural traits are derived from the 8 ques-
tions listed below.12 We group them in macro-categories (in squared brackets) and we associate them
to a specific cultural trait (in italics). The corresponding variable is identified by a different font (e.g.
the cultural trait happiness is quantified by the variable happiness).
[Perceptions of life]
• V10 - Happiness.
Question: Taking all things together, would you say you are
1. Very happy
2. Rather happy
3. Not very happy
4. Not at all happy
• V24 - Trust.
Question: Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need
to be very careful in dealing with people?
1. Most people can be trusted
2. Need to be very careful
[Politics and Society]
8 Wave 2 (1990-1994) covered 44 countries. The third, fourth and fifth waves (1995–98, 1999–2004, 2005–09) expanded
to 55, 65 and 57 countries, respectively.
9 Respondents are drawn from census, electoral or national registers and the stratification is based on income,
demographics and location. In most countries the size and degree of urbanization of the Primary Sampling Unit (PSU)
are also taken into account.
10 The unit of analysis is the country but also some regional data is collected. Questions change from wave to wave
and some of the previous waves’ questions are sometime excluded from national surveys making room for new questions.
11 Originally, Inglehart (1997) used the answers to 22 questions to construct the variables from which deriving the
Cultural Map from Principal Component Analysis. In Inglehart and Welzel (2005), they moved to 10 variables, essentially
to avoid missing data and an excessive dropping of countries from the analysis. According to the authors, the reduction
in the cultural traits considered did not reduce the overall information because of the high correlation among some of
the original questions considered.
12 In the subsequent analysis the original coding of the questions in the WVS Wave 6 questionnaire is kept for
comparative purposes. Questions are coded with a “V”, while the derived cultural traits are coded with a “Y”.
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• V69 - Respect for authority.
Question: I’m going to read out a list of various changes in our way of life that might take place
in the near future. Please tell me for each one, if it were to happen, whether you think it would
be a good thing, a bad thing, or you don’t mind.
Greater respect for authority:
1. Good
2. Don’t mind
3. Bad
• V85 - Voice.13
Question: Now I’d like you to look at this card. I’m going to read out some forms of political
action that people can take, and I’d like you to tell me, for each one, whether you have done
any of these things, whether you might do it or would never under any circumstances do it.
Signing a petition:
1. Have done
2. Might do
3. Would never do
[Religion and Moral]
• V152 - Importance of God.
Question: How important is God in your life? Please use this scale to indicate. 10 means “very
important” and 1 means “not at all important.”
• V203 - Homosexuality.
Question: Please tell me whether you think homosexuality can always be justified (10), never
be justified (1), or something in between.
• V204 Abortion.
Question: Please tell me whether you think abortion can always be justified (10), never be
justified (1), or something in between.
[National identity]
• V211 - Proud of nationality.
Question: How proud are you to be [nationality]?
1. Very proud
2. Quite proud
3. Not very proud
4. Not at all proud
5. I’m not [nationality]
From the combination of the answers received to specific questions, Inglehart (1997) constructed two
derived indices.
[Post-Materialism14]
• Y002 - Post-Materialism. Post-Materialist 3-items index
1. Materialist
13 In the sense of Hirschman (1970).
14 In sociology, Postmaterialism is the transformation of individual values from materialist, physical, and economic
to new individual values of autonomy and self-expression (Inglehart, 2018).
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2. Mixed
3. Postmaterialist
Y002 is calculated as follows (see the Appendix of Inglehart (1997)):
– if (V62=1 or V62=3) and (V63=1 or V63=3) then 1 (Materialist)
– if (V62=2 or V62=4) and (V63=2 or V63=4) then 3 (Postmaterialist)
– else if ((V62=1 or V62=3) and (V63=2 or V63=4)) or ((V62=2 or V62=4) and (V63=1
or V63=3)) then 2 (Mixed)
where:
– V62 - Social values.
Question: If you had to choose, which one of the things on this card would you say is
most important? (first choice):
1. Maintaining order in the nation
2. Giving people more say in important government decisions
3. Fighting rising prices
4. Protecting freedom of speech
– V63 - Social values 2.
Question: And which would be the next most important? (second choice):
[Autonomy]
• Y003 - Obedience/Independence. Autonomy index: from Obedience/Religious Faith (-2) to
Determination, Perseverance/Independence (2)
To calculate Y00315 Inglehart and Welzel (2005) used Children qualities battery questions: it is
more important for a child to learn obedience or faith than independence and determinations?
V19. Religious Faith; V21. Obedience; V12. Independence; V18. Determination, Persever-
ance.16
2.2 The Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map
The 10 cultural traits selected by Inglehart and Welzel (2005) were originally used to produce a Cultural
Map that - averaging the individual cultural traits in a summary measure corresponding to national
traits – projected the indices of national cultures on a world cultural space (Inglehart, 2018). In order
to be consistent with the original analysis, in the present study the Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cul-
tural Map is replicated using the same set of questions and the same pool of countries included in the
WVS Wave 6.17
The procedure used by Inglehart (1997) is followed. The individuals’ responses are synthesized in
a country mean score for every country and question. These scores constitute our variables and are
used to represent the different characteristics of national cultural traits.18 A principal components
factorial analysis is applied on the resulting 54×10 countries-variables matrix.
15 The original support of the variables Y003 was [-2,2]; in our analysis we re-coded it on the support [1,5].
16 For further details about the autonomy index see Inglehart and Welzel (2005). Details on the variable Y003 are in
the Appendix of Inglehart (1997).
17 Some differences with the original Cultural Map exist. Inglehart and Welzel (2005) used SPSS while R is used in the
present analysis. Computational differences in the Principal Component Analysis may produce some small differences in
the plotting of the countries’ coordinates due to axes rotation. This slightly affects the final visualization of the map. In
the present case, only 54 countries from the WVS Wave 6 have been considered, while the last Inglehart (2018) Cultural
Map (Wave 6) is obtained combining World Values Survey and European Values Study and, therefore, it includes a
larger number of countries.
18 Missing values are implicitly not considered when the average value for each variable of each country is calculated.
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The two principal components explain 71% of the variability of the data. The interpretation of these
two latent dimensions depends on the incidence of each variable on them. Correlations between vari-
ables and latent factors are captured by the coordinates in the correlation circle, displayed visually in
Figure 1.
Figure 1: Principal Component Analysis on Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map variables.
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. The variables in the correlation circle are: V10 - happiness; V24 - trust;
V69 - respect for authority; V85 - voice; V152 - importance of God; V203 - homosexuality; V204 - abortion; V211
- proud of nationality; Y002 - post-materialism; Y003 - obedience/independence. Dim1 stands for Dimension 1
and projects the First principal component; Dim2 stands for Dimension 2 and projects the Second principal component.
Colors correspond to the product of the Squared cosine (Cos2) of the two principal components.
Examining which of the 10 cultural traits mostly contributes to each component, the two dimen-
sions (Dim1 and Dim2),19 defining the axes of the correlation circle, can be interpreted in analogy
with the concepts proposed by Inglehart and Baker (2000) and Inglehart and Welzel (2005) in the
context of their Cultural Map:
• Dimension 1 - First factor. It goes from Survival values (on the left of the horizontal axis)
to Self-expression values (on the right of the horizontal axis), where, in short, Survival values
19 The principal components (eigenvalues) correspond to a linear combination of the original 10 variables:
Variable Code Contribution Squared cosine
Dim1 Dim2 Dim1 Dim2
happiness V10 0.086 31.218 0.004 0.591
trust V24 10.806 3.293 0.564 0.062
respect for authority V69 6.847 6.126 0.357 0.116
voice V85 10.799 9.833 0.563 0.186
importance of God V152 15.332 2.049 0.800 0.038
homosexuality V203 13.565 8.137 0.708 0.154
abortion V204 14.830 0.118 0.774 0.002
proud of nationality V211 9.348 10.597 0.487 0.200
post-materialism Y002 4.933 25.084 0.257 0.475
obedience/independence Y003 13.450 3.540 0.701 0.067
Note: Our elaborations on data from the WVS Wave 6 Inglehart et al. (2014). See also: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/
WVSDocumentationWV6.jsp.
where the first two columns measure (in percentage) the Contribution of the variables to the first and second components
(e.g. the contribution of happiness to a given principal component is (in percentage): (happiness.cos2 * 100) / (total
cos2 of the component)) and the last two columns contain the Squared cosine (cos2) of the variables in the two principal
components, as a measure of the quality of representation for variables on the factor map.
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refer to importance of God (V152), low level of trust in people (V24) and low propensity to
sign petitions (voice - V85); while Self-expression values refer to grater level of tolerance over
homosexuality (V203) and abortion (V204), independence and autonomy (Y003), low level
of proud of nationality (V211) and, with secondary importance, low propensity for respect
for authority (V69).20
• Dimension 2 - Second factor. It is mainly related to the influence of two variables: overall
happiness (V10) and the post-materialism index (Y002). The top of the vertical axis cor-
responds to low level of happiness and with materialist societies, while the bottom corresponds
to high level of happiness and post-materialist societies. Other variables have a negligible effect
on the second dimension.21
In this sense, the position of the countries in the factor map (depicted in Figure 2) describes a cultural
topology: the further away from the origin a country is, the more the national culture of that country is
explained by the interplay of the two components; the closer a country is to one particular component,
the more it is explained by that particular component only. For consistency with the original Inglehart
and Welzel (2005) analysis, the hybrid geographical/religious classification of countries is maintained
and displayed with different colours.22
For ease of discussion, let’s focus on the four quadrants of Figure 2 separately. Quadrant 1, to the
top-left, is the Survival-Materialist quadrant. It includes a subset of African/Islamic countries and
a subset of Orthodox countries, plus India, that lies close to the left of the axis of the first compo-
nent (e.g. high importance of God, low trust, little voice). Quadrant 2, to the top-right, is the
Self-Expression-Materialist quadrant. It includes all Confucian countries and Estonia, Ukraine and
Russia, and Slovenia. This latter country lies close to the right side of the axis of the first compo-
nent (e.g. tolerance for homosexuality and abortion, low respect for authority, high relevance
of independence). Ukraine and Russia, instead, stand out to the top of the second component axis
(e.g. extreme materialism and low level of happiness). Quadrant 3, to the bottom-left, is the
Survival-Post-materialist quadrant. It includes the remaining African/Islamic countries (but South
Africa), a subset of South Asian countries, and a subset of Latin American countries with a high level
of happiness and counterbalancing tendencies to preserve traditional values, on one side, and to be
attracted by Post-materialist values. Quadrant 4, to the bottom-right, is the Self-Expression-Post-
materialist quadrant. It includes European countries, both catholic and protestant, the disjoint of the
previous subset of Latin American countries and Australia, New Zealand and the US. Sweden is at the
edges of the quadrant (e.g. tolerance for homosexuality and abortion, low relevance of the respect
for authority as an individual value, high relevance of independence, Post-materialism and a fair
level of happiness). Finally, Cyprus is the pivot country, being positioned right a the intercept of the
two orthogonal axes. Country groups tend to cluster, with some degree of overlap and some spreading
over different quadrants.
3 Cultural traits interdependence
The analysis of Inglehart and Welzel (2005), the IW index that resulted from it, and the general use
of WVS data is based on an implicit assumption: cultural traits are independent. The independence
20 According to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Survival values give emphasis to economic and physical security and
are associated to low levels of trust and tolerance. Self-expression values give high priority to subjective well-being,
individualism and quality of life (environmental protection). A rightward movement from survival to self-expression also
represents the transition from industrial society to post-industrial society, as well as the embracing of democratic values.
21 In the original Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map this second dimension was capturing the spectrum of
countries’ characteristics from traditional to secular-rational values. “Traditional values emphasize the importance of
religion, parent-child ties, deference to authority, absolute standards and traditional family values. People who embrace
these values also reject divorce, abortion, euthanasia and suicide. Societies that embrace these values have high levels
of national pride and a nationalistic outlook.” A downward shift represents a movement away from traditional values
and toward more secular-rational values. In our case, the traditional vs secular values of societies dichotomy is strongly
mediated by happiness.
22 In our sample Estonia is the only Baltic country. Since Inglehart and Welzel (2005) were combining World Values
Survey and European Values Study data, all Baltic countries were represented.
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Figure 2: Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. Colors correspond to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) groups. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the first principal component of a PCA on the 10 variables associated to the cultural traits considered in
the analysis. The vertical axis corresponds to the second principal component.
assumption does not need to be fulfilled for the correct interpretation of principal components, and all
that is needed is the data to be appropriately summarized through projections along the components’
directions. However, overlooking the structural characteristics of the data can impede any inference
about the population parameters and any prediction. Moreover, by measuring the interdependence
between cultural traits, one can augment existing measures of cultural distance, by capturing countries
that are both similar in their cultural traits and in the way these cultural traits are interconnected
with each other. For example, some of those traits could be connected in a positive or negative way
because that country symbiotically expresses those values; some others may not be connected to each
other because in the national culture those values are implicitly not related; finally some cultural traits
may not be significantly part of the national culture for a certain country. Using a network analogy, if
cultural traits are nodes and cultural traits interdependence defines the set of edges linking the different
nodes, national culture is the joint set of nodes and edges, of cultural traits and their connections. If
this is the case, in every specific national culture some cultural traits can appear more central and some
nodes can be detached from the rest of the national cultural network. Therefore, national cultures can
be similar not only because they share the same cultural traits but also because that very traits are
more or less interconnected in a similar way and form a similarly multifaceted relational structure. A
similar network structure of cultural traits make countries similar in national cultures. Dissimilarity
makes them structurally distant.
Since these cultural trait dependencies are not observed, graphical models can be used to infer the
underlying network of cultural values for each country. Using the previously used analogy as a concrete
stepping stone in our research framework, a Graph, here, will have the 10 cultural traits as nodes and
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the discovery of edges is performed individually for each country. Gaussian graphical models (Ggm)
are popular models for inference of undirected graphs (Lauritzen, 1996). They move beyond simplistic
approaches based on pairwise correlations and measure dependencies in terms of partial correlations,
that is the correlation of two nodes conditional on all the others. Since the responses to the 10 selected
questions of the WVS Wave 6 are ordinal or categorical, and therefore not normally distributed, Gaus-
sian copula graphical models (Gcgm) will be considered for our analysis. The next section describes
the method in detail and looks closely at the Bayesian inferential procedure that has been recently
developed for model selection and parameter estimation for Gcgm (Mohammadi et al., 2017).
3.1 Gaussian copula graphical model
We start by briefly reviewing a Gaussian graphical model (Ggm), as the copula extension relies on the
more traditional Ggm in some suitably defined latent space. Let then Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp) be a vector of
p random variables. A Ggm assumes that
Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp) ∼ N(µ,Σ)
where µ is the vector of means and Σ is the p × p covariance matrix. The p-dimensional Gaussian
joint distribution is given by
f(z|µ,Σ) = (2pi)−p/2 |Σ−1|1/2 e−1/2(z−µ)tΣ−1(z−µ).
The matrix K = Σ−1 is called the precision or concentration matrix and has a special role in Ggm,
as it is uniquely associated to the underlying conditional independence graph. In particular, given the
kij element of the K matrix:
Zi ⊥ Zj | Z−ij if and only if kij = 0, i 6= j,
that is Zi is conditionally independent of Zj given all other variables (Z−ij) if and only if the corre-
sponding (i, j) element of the precision matrix is zero. Equivalently, conditional independence corre-
sponds to zero partial correlation, as
γij = ρ(Zi, Zj | Z−ij) = − kij√
kiikjj
, i 6= j. (1)
In our study, the variables are not normally distributed, as they are categorical or ordinal. Let
then Y = (Y1, ....., Yp) be the vector of responses to the p survey questions for a certain country. For
simplicity, the notation for country is skipped, as this model is performed individually for each country.
The main idea of a Gcgm is to map these cultural traits in a latent space where a standard Ggm can
be used. In particular, a Gcgm is defined by
Yij = F
−1
j (Φ(Zij))
Z1, . . . , Zp ∼ Np(0,R),
(2)
where Fj and F
−1
j are the marginal distribution and its pseudo inverse, respectively, for the Yj variable,
Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution of the univariate Gaussian distribution and R is the correlation
matrix of the latent multivariate Gaussian distribution. The two equations combined give the joint
distribution of Y :
P (Y1 ≤ y1, . . . , Yp ≤ yp) = C(F1(y1), . . . , Fp(yp) |R),
where C(·) is the Gaussian copula (Mohammadi et al., 2017).
Inference in a Gcgm is traditionally made of two tasks: parameter estimation, most notably esti-
mation of the precision matrix K = R−1, and model selection, that is selecting a Graph where some
edges may be missing. In a classical frequentist framework, these two tasks are treated separately:
given a Graph, the precision matrix is estimated by constrained maximum likelihood, whereas model
selection criteria based on the model likelihood and model complexity (in this case number of edges)
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are subsequently used to select an optimal Graph (Lauritzen, 1996). In contrast to this, a Bayesian
approach allows to account simultaneously for uncertainty both at the level of Graph inference and
precision matrix estimation. While Bayesian approaches were computationally prohibitive until not
long ago, recent fast implementations have been proposed based on Birth-Death Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (BDMCMC) methods both for the case of Ggm (Mohammadi et al., 2015) and Gcgm for ordinal
and categorical data (Dobra and Lenkoski, 2011; Mohammadi et al., 2017).
As with Bayesian procedures, priors need to be defined on the quantities to be estimated, in this
case the precision matrix K and the Graph G. These are then combined with the likelihood function
to produce posterior distributions. Starting with the likelihood function, this is defined, in Copula
graphical models, using the rank likelihood approach of Hoff (2007), which connects the observed
space with the latent one. In particular, given the observed data Y , the latent data Z is constrained
to belong to the set
D(Y ) = {Z ∈ Rn×p : Lrj(Z) < z(r)j < Urj (Z), r = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , p}
where:
Lrj(Z) = max{Z(s)j : Y (s)j < Y (r)j }, Urj (Z) = min{Z(s)j : Y (r)j < Y (s)j }
and n is the number of observations. For ordinal and categorical data, these sets are intervals between
two consecutive y values.23 Following Hoff (2007), the likelihood function is defined by:
P (Z ∈ D(Y ) | K, G) =
∫
D(Y )
P (Z|K, G) dZ
where P (Z|K, G) is the profile likelihood in the Gaussian latent space, that is
P (Z|K, G) ∝ |K|n/2 exp
{
−1
2
Trace(KU)
}
with U = ZTZ the sample moment. The likelihood function is combined to prior distributions to
derive the posterior distribution:
P (K, G | Z ∈ D(Y )) ∝ P (Z ∈ D(Y ) | K, G)P (K|G)P (G).
As for prior distributions, Mohammadi et al. (2017) sets a Bernoulli prior on each link of a graph
G, leading to a prior on the Graph given by:
P (G) ∝
(
θ
1− θ
)|E|
where |E| is the number of links in G and θ ∈ (0, 1) is the prior probability of a link. Given a Graph G,
a G-Wishart distribution WG(b,D) is used to sample a positive definite precision matrix K with zeros
corresponding to the missing edges in the Graph G. This conveniently leads to a G-Wishart posterior
distribution in the latent space:
P (K|Z, G) = 1
IG(b∗,D∗)
|K|(b∗−2)/2 exp
{
−1
2
Trace(D∗K)
}
with b∗ = b+ n and D∗ = D +U the new parameters of the G-Wishart distribution and IG(b∗,D∗)
the normalizing constant for the Graph G (Mohammadi et al., 2017).
Mohammadi et al. (2017) propose an efficient continuous time BDMCMC process to sample from the
23 For missing data, this interval is simply set to (−∞,∞) so Bayesian methods can easily accommodate the case of
missing data, which is rather common for survey data.
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posterior distribution. The algorithm is able to explore efficiently the Graph space by adding/removing
a link in a birth/death event.24 After convergence, the posterior on the Graph space is returned,
whereby each Graph is given a weight, corresponding to the time the process visited that Graph. This
can be used to calculate estimates of quantities of interest by Bayesian averaging. In particular, for
our analysis, we will consider the:
Posterior Edge Inclusion Probabilities: This is given by:
P (e ∈ E |Y ) =
∑N
t=1 1(e ∈ G(t))W (K(t))∑N
t=1W (K
(t))
,
where E is the set of edges, N is the number of MCMC iterations and W (K(t)) is the waiting time for
the Graph G(t) with the precision matrix K(t).
Binary network: A single optimal Graph obtained by setting the cutoff 0.5 on the posterior
edge inclusion probabilities calculated above.
Partial Correlation network: A single precision matrixK can be obtained from the posterior
distribution by Bayesian averaging. From this, a partial correlation matrix can be derived using
Equation (1). This matrix is a more informative output than the precision matrix as it contains both
the intensity and the sign of the relationships between cultural traits.
3.2 The inferred networks of cultural values
We use the approach described above on each of the 54 countries to investigate the dependencies be-
tween the 10 cultural traits. We set 10000 iterations for the MCMC algorithm. This was found to be
sufficient to reach convergence in all the analyses.We retain the first 5000 iterations as burn in, so all
the final estimates are calculated on the remaining 5000 iterations.
We use the comparison between Sweden and Tunisia, two countries located far apart in the Ingle-
hart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map (Figure 2), as an example. Figure 3 shows the two selected
Graphs, obtained by setting a cutoff of 0.5 on the posterior edge probabilities. We exploit the infor-
mation from the partial correlation networks to color positive relations among cultural traits in green,
and negative relations in red. The thickness of the line indicates the strength of the relationship, given
by the absolute value of the associated partial correlation.
Post-Materialism (Y002) and Abortion (V204) play very different roles in the two networks: they
are peripheral in the Tunisian cultural network, while they are quite central in the Swedish network.
In this latter case, Post-Materialism (Y002) is linked to other five cultural traits (namely, its degree
is 5) and Abortion (V204) with three others, while (Y002) and (V204) are not directly connected with
each other. However, the trait with the maximum degree (equal to 6) in the Swedish cultural network,
that is Homosexuality (V203), is linked both with Post-Materialism (Y002) and Abortion (V204).
In total these three nodes contribute to 12 of the 17 edges of the Swedish network, assuming a core role.
Another important characteristic of the Swedish network, is that it is composed by a complete sub-
graph involving Homosexuality (V203), Post-Materialism (Y002), respect for authority (V69)
and trust in people (V24). These cultural traits appear to define the core structure of the country
network: tolerance, independence, post-materialism, and social trust stand out as the leading elements
in Swedish culture.
A core is present also in the Tunisian cultural network. Its main traits are the rejection of Homosexuality
(V203), low level of independence (Y003), respect for authority (V69), trust in people (V24)
and proud of nationality (V211). Affection for the home country and obedience are additional
24 The method is implemented in the R package BDgraph (Mohammadi and Wit, 2019).
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Figure 3: The Network Structure of National Cultures
(a) Sweden Cultural Network (b) Tunisia Cultural Network
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. The optimal graphs for Sweden (a) and Tunisia (b), obtained by setting the 0.5
cutoff on the posterior edge probabilities. Colouring and thickness of edges is based on the associated partial correlations
(Positive: Green, Negative: Red). Node labels refer to the description of the cultural traits in Section 2.1: V10 -
happiness; V24 - trust; V69 - respect for authority; V85 - voice; V152 - importance of God; V203 - homosexuality;
V204 - abortion; V211 - proud of nationality; Y002 - post-materialism; Y003 - obedience/independence.
traits connected to the core elements of the Tunisian culture.
An element of interest in both national cultures is the positive relation between Homosexuality (V203)
and Abortion (V204), that is they tend to be either both supported or both opposed. The link between
(V203) and (V204), is in fact present in all the 54 networks, with varying levels of intensity but always
showing a positive matching.
Also some important differences emerge. In particular, the Swedish network shows a path of neg-
ative edges between importance of God (V152), abortion (V204), proud of nationality (V211)
and autonomy (Y003) while this is missing in the case of Tunisia. In the Tunisian network, importance
of God (V152) and proud of nationality (V211) are positively linked with happiness (V10), high-
lighting that religion and the sense of national belonging is somehow connected to the level of happiness
of Tunisians.
To sum up, besides the opposite position on the Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map, the Swedish and
Tunisian national cultural networks suggest that even two different societies can have the same cul-
tural traits in common. The reasoning should be integrated through the marginal distribution of each
trait-node, that we will introduce later in the paper.
The same inspection, undertaken for the case of Sweden and Tunisia, can be applied to all other
country networks.25 Table 1 reports some descriptive statistics (see Wasserman and Faust (1994) for
their formulation) for the entire set of the country networks.
Positive/Negative Edges is a statistic derived from the partial correlation matrix. It measures
the ratio of positive edges over negative edges in the network: when the ratio is greater than 1 there
are more positive edges connecting cultural traits than negative ones. Jointly analyzed with the other
measures listed below, it contains relevant information about the symbiotic circulation of values in
national cultures. Moreover, two countries that show the same exact network structure (e.g. same
25 The illustration of all country networks is included in the Supplementary Material that accompanies this paper.
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Table 1: Networks statistics
Positive/Negative Edges Density Degree Betweenness Closeness
Min 0.33 (GH) 0.02 (HT) 0.11 (HT, MA) 0 (EC, HT) 0 (Many)
Average 1.30 0.16 0.32 0.06 0.25
Max 3.33 (RW) 0.29 (US) 0.61 (TR) 0.14 (KR, HK) 0.68 (RW)
Note: Network summary statistics calculated on the optimal binary Graph for each country. For the calculation of
the ration Positive-Negative Edges we consider the signed adjacency matrix, with 1 assigned to an edge with positive
partial correlation and -1 for an edge with negative partial correlation, whereas 0 for missing edges. ISO 3166-1 alpha-2
code, reported in square brackets, is replacing the full name of countries: GH - Ghana; RW - Rwanda; HT - Haiti ; US
- United States; MA - Morocco; TR - Turkey; EC - Ecuador ; KR - South Korea; HK - Hong Kong.
active nodes and identical presence of edges linking the same cultural traits), can show a different
Positive/Negative Edges measure if the sign of some edges is unequal. In the present sample of
countries, the average Positive/Negative Edges ratio is above 1, meaning that the average network
contains more positive relations than negative; while the minimum value is 0.33 (Ghana: with 1 posi-
tive link, and 3 negative links), the maximum is 3.33 (Rwanda: with 10 positive link, and 3 negative
links).
The Density of a network is the ratio between existing edges and maximum possible edges.26 The
support of the Density is, therefore, between 0 and 1 (e.g. 0 for an empty network; 1 for a fully
connected complete network); with values of the Density corresponding to the level of the cultural
complexity of a society. Extreme cases are represented by high sparsity/low density, namely a country
network characterized by few relevant cultural traits (Haiti),27 and low sparsity/high density, namely
a culturally complex society (United States). The Density can also be interpreted in a probabilistic
way: taking two cultural traits at random, the Density indicates the probability of two cultural traits
to be connected by a positive or a negative edge. As it is summarized in Table 1, the average Density
is quite low.
The Degree centralization is measured, for every country network, as the sum of the difference between
the maximum observed degree and the node degree, standardized by the maximum value obtained in
all country cases.28 The support of Degree is between 0 and 1, with the lower bound corresponding to
empty or complete networks and the upper bound corresponding to a star-like network (e.g with one
central node connected to all other nodes, and the other nodes connected only tho the central node).
A high level of Degree centralization indicates that the national culture is structured around one
or few traits, showing a strong core-periphery structure. The minimum value of Degree is shared by
Haiti and Morocco29 (0.11), while the maximum level of Degree centralization goes to Turkey30 (0.61).
The Betweenness centralization, also measured in the [0,1] interval, captures the presence of me-
diating cultural traits. If two nodes are connected indirectly by a path passing through a third node,
this latter has a high Betweenness centrality. Summing this for the entire national cultural network
and standardizing it allows to quantify the presence of one or more bridging traits between different
26 In a cultural network with 10 nodes (p), the maximum number of edges is 45 =
10×(10−1)
2
.
27 In the case of Haiti, three out of the ten traits are significantly important: tolerance over Homosexuality (V203)
and Abortion (V204) (linked by a positive edge), and Proud of Nationality (V211) (linked to (V204) by a negative
edge.
28 Analytically, the Degree centralization is, for every country,
∑p
i=1(max(Degreei)−Degreei)
max
∑p
i=1(max(Degreei)−Degreei)
. In the case of
Sweden it is 0.46; while it is 0.35 for Tunisia.
29 For Haiti this is due to a very simple structure in the national cultural network (with only three cultural traits
playing a significant role); in the case of Morocco the low level of Degree depends on an almost constant degree value
for each node (2 connections for most cultural traits).
30 In the case of Turkey, the inferred network shows a core-periphery structure, with a core composed by a mix
of tolerance and traditional values closely interconnected: Abortion (V204) and Proud of Nationality (V211), Voice
(V85) and Importance of God (V152).
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sub-graphs in the network.31 The minimum Betweenness centralization is zero for Ecuador32 and
Haiti; while the maximum is shared by South Korea and Hong Kong33 (0.14).
The Closeness centralization measures to what extent the traits of the network are easily reach-
able through shortest paths.34 The Closeness centralization, also in the [0,1] interval, quantifies how
a country’s culture is a complete structure. The lowest level of Closeness centralization is obtained
when the network is composed of fully disconnected cultural traits; the highest value for Closeness
indicates that every cultural trait is directly linked to all other cultural traits.
A unique case, in this context, is the cultural network of Rwanda. Besides denoting the highest
Closeness centralization (0.68), it has also one of the highest levels of Betweenness (0.13). Indi-
vidual traits in this network can be connected passing through Respect for Authority (V69), that
appears to have a meaning also in terms of betweenness, connecting four distinct groups of cultural
traits (the value of the standardised betweenness of node (V69) is 0.778, the highest value among the
nodes of all country networks). Trust in People (V24) and Autonomy make groups on their own,
tolerance over Homosexuality (V203) and Abortion (V204), and Proud of Nationality (V211) are
in the same group (the same triad of Haiti’s network: the “progressive values” sub-set of cultural
traits), while the fourth and largest group, including Happiness (V10), Voice (V85), Importance of
God (V152) and Post-materialism (Y002), is the “traditional values” group.
4 A New Cultural Distance Index
Following from the analysis described in Section 3, 54 models have been fitted: for each country, the
analysis returns the estimated partial correlation matrix and the estimated probability of inclusion
for each edge. Moreover, the model accounts for the individual cultural trait distributions, in the
form of marginal distributions Fj for each country and each cultural trait (see Equation 3.1). These
distributions are typically estimated non-parametrically, that is via the empirical cumulative distri-
bution function. In this section, we aim to integrate these different components of the model into
the calculation of one measure of cultural distance between countries. The resulting measure should
account both for the distance between the inferred networks, capturing how countries’ cultural traits
are inter-connected, and for the distance between the marginal distributions of individual traits, repre-
senting country’s attitudes to the individual cultural traits. As networks and distributions are distinct
statistical objects, they will require a suitable choice of distance measures, which we define in the next
section.
4.1 Definition of distance measures
The first distance measure to consider is one that captures differences and similarities between networks.
A common and simple distance measure between networks, which accounts easily both for the sign
and the weight of links, is the Edge Difference Distance. This is defined by the Frobenius norm of
the differences between two networks (Hammond et al., 2013). We calculate this measure both on the
matrices of partial correlation and on the matrices of posterior probabilities of edge inclusion, as these
31 The Betweenness centralization is, for every country,
∑p
i=1(max(Betweennessi)−Betweennessi)
max
∑p
i=1(max(Betweennessi)−Betweennessi)
. In the case of
Sweden it is 0.1; while it is 0.01 for Tunisia.
32 In the case of Ecuador, the national cultural network does not include Happiness (V10) and Trust (V24) that are
isolated from the rest of the network.
33 In the case of Hong Kong and South Korea, the mediating role of Voice (V85) is evident, and in the case of Hong
Kong it is interesting to notice the contemporaneous presence of ”two cultures”, with the cultural traits being part of two
disjoint sets, with Autonomy (Y003) and importance of God (V152) forming a separated sub-network centered around
the values of obedience and religion (e.g. the link between the two nodes shows a negative sign.
34 The Closeness centralization is, for every country,
∑p
i=1(max(Closenessi)−Closenessi)
max
∑p
i=1(max(Closenessi)−Closenessi)
. In the case of Sweden
it is 0.1; while it is 0.44 for Tunisia.
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matrices contain correlated but potentially different information. This results in the two measures:
ParCorr(PC(l), PC(m)) =
√√√√ p∑
i,j=1
|PC(l)ij − PC(l)ij |2,
with PC(l) and PC(m) the partial correlations of countries l and m, respectively, and
ProbEdge(PP (l), PP (m)) =
√√√√ p∑
i,j=1
|PP (l)ij − PP (l)ij |2,
with PP (l) and PP (m) the posterior probabilities of edge inclusion of countries l and m, respectively.
These measures will detect countries that are similar in the way the cultural traits are connected
to each other. A third distance measure is proposed that detects proximity in terms of individual
responses to the 8 survey questions and the two derived indices. This is in principle similar to the
Inglehart and Welzel (2005) approach, and to other traditional approaches that typically rely on mean-
based models. Given that marginal distributions are part of the model that we consider and, since
they provide a complete description of the distribution of each cultural trait, we define a distance at
the level of marginal distributions.
Distributions can be considered as an example of symbolic objects and distances have been proposed
in the wider field of symbolic data theory. In particular we consider the Ichino and Yaguchi (1994)
first formulation of a dissimilarity measure U 2. This measure is a generalized Minkowski metrics and
represents one of the first symbolic distance considered in literature. It is highlighted by Ichino and
Yaguchi (1994) for its effectiveness in dealing with data of different nature, a feature that may result
useful in future extensions of our work. In our current setting, where we use this measure to detect
distances between distributions on categorical and ordinal variables, it is defined as:
MargDistr(F (l), F (m)) =
√√√√ p∑
j=1
[φ(F
(l)
j , F
(m)
j )]
2
where, F
(l)
j and F
(m)
j (j = 1, . . . , p) are the marginal distributions of country l and m, respectively,
for cultural trait j, and where the function φ is defined by:
φ(F
(l)
j , F
(m)
j ) =
Cj∑
i=1
(
f
(m)
j (ci) ln
(
f
(m)
j (ci)
f
(l)
j (ci)
)
+ f
(l)
j (ci) ln
(
f
(l)
j (ci)
f
(m)
j (ci)
))/
2
where Cj is the total number of categories for the j-th survey question (categories not observed in the
data are not included in the calculation), fj denotes the probability mass function, so f
(l)
j (ci) gives
the frequency associated to the category ci for country l
35.
4.2 Building the new DBRV cross-country cultural distance
index
In this section, we consider the three distance measures just defined and evaluate them in their ef-
fectiveness at quantifying cultural distances between countries. In particular, we look closely at the
added value of accounting for the full distribution of cultural traits as well as their interconnected-
ness, compared with the existing IW index, where these features are not considered. Our evaluation
35 The definition of (Ichino and Yaguchi, 1994) is more general, for example allowing distances between symbolic
objects of different nature. In our case, the first term of the formula in (Ichino and Yaguchi, 1994) is 0 and we consider
the case of γ = 0.5.
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concludes with the definition and quantification of the new DBRV index, where we combine the two dif-
ferent components of national culture (trait distributions and their dependencies) into one single index.
In our first aim of comparing the newly proposed distances with existing methods, we define two
additional distances related to the Inglehart-Welzel Cultural Map, namely:
• Mean: Euclidean Distance between countries calculated on average responses to the 8 survey
questions and the 2 supplementary measures.
• CulturalMap: Euclidean Distance between the countries’ position on the first two dimensions
of the Cultural Map as shown in Figure 2.
In order to facilitate the comparison between distances as well as the derivation of a final distance
index, we standardize all distances in the [0,1] interval:
dS =
d−min(d)
max(d)−min(d) .
Finally, we apply principal component analysis on the three proposed distance measures and the two
comparative ones to investigate how they related to each other. Figure 4 shows how the five distances
can be reduced into two latent dimensions, which account for most of the variability (85.4%).
Figure 4: Principal component analysis on WVS cultural distances
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. Colors correspond to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) groups. The horizontal
axis corresponds to the first principal component of a PCA on the 5 distance measures: ParCorr; ProbEdge; MargDistr;
Mean; CulturalMap. The vertical axis corresponds to the second principal component.
Furthermore, by looking at the projections of the distances onto the two dimensions, it is clear how the
two latent factors refer to the distributional component (Dim1) and the traits interdependencies com-
ponent (Dim2), respectively. As expected, the distance between the marginal distributions (MargDist)
carries a similar information than the Mean and CulturalMap distances. However, MargDistr is ex-
pected to be more informative than Mean as it takes the full distribution of cultural traits into con-
sideration. In contrast to these measures, the distances between networks appear to explain another
source of variability, along the second dimension, orthogonal to the first and amounting to 28.4% of
the total variability. Between ParCorr and ProbEdge, which are shown to align to the same PCA
dimension, we concentrate on ParCorr in the following, as this distance includes also information on
the sign of the dependency.
Figure 5 confirms the results from the principle component analysis, by showing a strong correla-
tion between the CulturalMap and the MargDistr distances (0.865, Figure 5c), and a weak correlation
between the CulturalMap and the ParCorr distances (0.055, Figure 5a). The colouring of the points
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Figure 5: Comparison between CulturalMap, ParCorr, MargDistr and DBRV distances.
(a) CulturalMap vs ParCorr (b) MargDistr vs ParCorr
(c) CulturalMap vs MargDistr (d) CulturalMap vs DBRV
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. Colors correspond to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) groups.
relates to the groups defined by Inglehart and Welzel (2005) in their map (Figure 2.2): if a pair of
countries belongs to the same group, then the corresponding point in the plot takes the identifying
color of that group, else the point takes the color grey. Not surprisingly, the colored points tend to be
located in the left-lower part of the plots: countries belonging to the same group tend to be culturally
closer than countries belonging to different groups. But there are exceptions, with countries the are
distant in their cultural traits dependencies (large ParCorr value) but near in their general attitude
toward individual cultural traits (low CulturalMap or MargDistr values), and vice versa. In particu-
lar, it appears that distances of African-Islamic and South Asia countries may be affected by the
consideration of the cultural trait networks, as there are many instances in these groups with high
ParCorr distance but low CulturalMap or MargDistr distances (top left corner of Figures 5a and 5b).
To further explore the dependencies between the different distance measures, we evaluate how much
each distance accounts in predicting the existing Cultural Map distance. As distances are dyadic ob-
jects, we adopt a Social Relations Regression Model (SRRM) for this analysis (Warner et al., 1979).
The model accounts for statistical dependencies between distances that relate to the same node with
the inclusion of random effects for each node. Coherently with the graphical modelling analysis, we
consider the Bayesian implementation of Hoff (2009). Table 2 confirms how ParCorr is the distance
that is least correlated with the Cultural Map distance (model SSRM1 has the largest variance),
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Table 2: Regression Modeling of ParCorr and MargDistr over CulturalMap distance
CulturalMap
SRRM1 SRRM2 SRRM3 SRRM4
ParCorr
0.54 0.089 0.168
[0.5,0.59] [0.07,0.11] [0.14,0.2]
MargDistr
0.874 0.855 1.029
[0.86,0.89] [0.84,0.87] [0.99,1.07]
Parcorr*MargDistr
-0.354
[-0.42,-0.29]
Constant
0.081 0.103 0.064 0.026
[0,0.16] [0.03,0.16] [0,0.12] [-0.04,0.09]
within-row variance 0.031 0.022 0.023 0.022
error variance 0.008 0.002 0.002 0.002
Note: Social relations regression models (SRRM) fitted using the ame function in the amen R package (Hoff, 2009).
The table reports estimated regression coefficients and 89% highest density intervals in square brackets. The latter are
obtained from posterior samples of regression coefficients, using the ci function of the bayestestR R package.
whereas the inclusion of MargDistr in the model significantly aids in predicting the Cultural Map
distance.
Taking all results into consideration, we define a final cultural distance index as the sum of the
MargDistr and ParCorr distances:
DBRV Cultural Distance index = MargDistr + ParCorr.
Figure 5d shows a positive correlation with the Inglehart and Welzel (2005) Cultural Map distance
(0.607), which according to our earlier results (Figures 4 and 5), is a combination of a strong correlation
with the MargDistr distance and a weaker correlation with the ParCorr distance. As before, the plot
shows countries that are more distant according to the DBRV index than based on the Inglehart and
Welzel (2005) index, and vice versa.
The DBRV index can now be used to project countries in a bi-dimensional space in order to ex-
plore distances between them and to compare these in a more specific way with the Inglehart and
Welzel (2005) Cultural Map. Figure 6 shows a multidimensional scaling projection (Gower, 1966) of
the DBRV index of cultural distance in a Euclidean space, where the minimum distance is 0 and the
maximum possible distance is 1. Looking at the grey segments, whose length represents the Euclidean
distance between the IW index and the DBRV index, one can observe countries that have moved
significantly in the new map, most notably Thailand which is now close to China, and countries that
kept almost the same original coordinates, such as the US.
Overall, the two maps are in agreement. In particular, the average distance of countries to the origin
is very similar in the two maps: 0.229 for the Cultural Map (grey points in Figure 6) versus 0.218
for the DBRV Map (coloured points in Figure 6). The same happens when we consider the US as a
focal point, given that this country does not move much between the maps (the average distance to
the US is 0.355 in the Cultural Map and 0.345 in the DBRV map). This is different however, when
we consider countries whose position changes significantly in the new map: for example, the average
distances of countries to Thailand increases from 0.235, in the Cultural Map, to 0.383 in the DBRV
Map.
To visualize the change in the distances among national cultures, Figure 7 shows the kernel densi-
ties of the IW and DBRV indices. The figure shows a noticeable shift of the DBRV index density to
the right of the IW index density. Considering that both indices have been standardized to the [0,1]
interval, this shift indicates a general increase of distances between countries under the new DBRV
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Figure 6: Cultural Map obtained using the DBRV index
Note: Our elaborations on WVS Wave 6. Colors correspond to Inglehart and Welzel (2005) groups. Gray dots correspond
to the Inglehart and Welzel (2005) index original coordinates in Figure 2. Gray segments visualize the Euclidean distance
between the IW index and the DBRV index fore every country. The horizontal axis corresponds to the first principal
component of a PCA on the 10 variables associated to the cultural traits considered in the analysis. The vertical axis
corresponds to the second principal component.
index. This is indicated also by an increase in the average distance (vertical dotted lines in Figure 7),
which is explained by the more extreme positions of some countries in the DBRV map, most notably
Thailand, China, and Protestant and English-speaking countries. Overall, the world appears to be
more culturally heterogeneous than what it was previously thought.
Finally, we consider possible changes between the two maps in terms of the Inglehart and Welzel
(2005) grouping of countries. After defining the centroid of each group through the average coordi-
nates, we calculate the average within-group distance to the centroid and the average between-group
distance. There is little difference in the overall values: 2.73 between group distance for the IW in-
dex versus 2.44 for the DBRV index and 0.859 within group distance for IW index versus 0.893 for
the DBRV index. However, there is variability across the different groups. For example, the within
group-distance increases sharply for South Asia countries, from 0.099 in the IW index to 0.157 using
the DBRV index, but less so for Orthodox and Catholic countries. In the first case, this is mostly
due to Azerbaijan, while in the second case this is due to Spain, that is now close to other developed
countries, and Poland that is now close to Catholic Latin countries. A decrease in the DBRV index
is observed for Latin America and Confucian countries (0.132 versus 0.105 and 0.103 versus 0.077,
respectively) whose groups are more compact under the DBRV distance.
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Figure 7: Estimated kernel density of the IW and DBRV indices.
Note: Kernel density of the IW and DBRV indices obtained via the kdensity function of the kdensity R package
(Silverman, 1986).
5 Conclusions
The availability of WVS data, with a large number of countries now taking part in the survey, has
provided the ground for the quantitative study in this paper, aimed at developing advanced methods
for measuring cross-country cultural distances. Taking the (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005) Cultural Map
as a benchmark, this paper extends the underlying methodology with the use of graphical modelling
approaches. Due to the ordinal and categorical nature of the survey data, we opt for Gaussian copula
graphical models and adopt the latest Bayesian procedure for inference. In deriving our new DBRV
cultural distance index through this methodology, two main innovations are of notice. Firstly, the
cultural traits for each country are described by their marginal distributions, empirically estimated
from the data, and distances between countries are measured by distances between these distributions,
rather than between aggregated measures, such as mean or PCA contributions. Secondly, graphical
models provide a way of inferring the inter-connectedness between cultural traits of individual coun-
tries. A clear message of this paper, supported by the results, is that the networks of cultural traits
are a valuable information in determining the distance between countries in the cultural spectrum.
The approach developed in this paper can easily be adapted to different data, such as those com-
ing from different waves or different surveys. Similarly, it can easily be adapted with respect to the
choice of cultural traits to be considered or the countries to be included. Indeed a hidden advantage of
Bayesian methods is that they naturally account for missing data, which naturally arise in survey data
collection. The only constraint for the analysis is that the same selection of cultural traits is made for
each country, so that meaningful comparisons can be made between the resulting networks. Finally,
different grouping of countries can be used at the validation stage or integrated within the analysis.
While concentrating on the cross-sectional dimension of culture, the one inherited from the past,
this paper has disregarded the longitudinal dimension of the phenomenon, and the question of the
origin of culture and the transmission of it. Notwithstanding the difficulty of non-homogeneous data
across the different waves, the temporal dynamics of culture is of interest and can be studied with
the use of dynamic network models. Future work will also look more closely at the relationship be-
tween cross-country cultural distances and economic outcomes such as trade and migration between
countries.
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Table 1: DBRV Cultural Distance
ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
1 Algeria Azerbaijan 0.061251655 0.403765206
2 Algeria Argentina 0.287308966 0.285250535
3 Algeria Australia 0.482510523 0.540570148
4 Algeria Armenia 0.050544669 0.324870938
5 Algeria Brazil 0.203727422 0.410172536
6 Algeria Chile 0.230896889 0.329841616
7 Algeria China 0.40112481 0.526358287
8 Algeria Taiwan 0.371799427 0.442728627
9 Algeria Colombia 0.332605568 0.362983982
10 Algeria Cyprus 0.152984201 0.267740169
11 Algeria Ecuador 0.267473012 0.302974673
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Table 1: DBRV Cultural Distance
ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
12 Algeria Estonia 0.399811278 0.464857743
13 Algeria Georgia 0.083244656 0.306423556
14 Algeria Palestine 0.087479023 0.334015162
15 Algeria Germany 0.537745742 0.479126767
16 Algeria Ghana 0.237859126 0.293235839
17 Algeria Haiti 0.214521387 0.326846316
18 Algeria Hong Kong 0.437499462 0.393630754
19 Algeria India 0.023704253 0.174446164
20 Algeria Iraq 0.091394173 0.293045169
21 Algeria Japan 0.567377254 0.539122841
22 Algeria Kazakhstan 0.132489781 0.373042899
23 Algeria Jordan 0.171407143 0.299969731
24 Algeria South Korea 0.362201799 0.32745029
25 Algeria Kyrgyzstan 0.087107416 0.172058913
26 Algeria Lebanon 0.116796791 0.290365979
27 Algeria Libya 0.156521369 0.19329366
28 Algeria Malaysia 0.108398794 0.267330656
29 Algeria Mexico 0.360689782 0.293712991
30 Algeria Morocco 0.122446549 0.290639538
31 Algeria Netherlands 0.593962783 0.526728279
32 Algeria New Zealand 0.534089741 0.600247704
33 Algeria Nigeria 0.118941399 0.245812562
34 Algeria Pakistan 0.098228286 0.330590581
35 Algeria Peru 0.136055581 0.225647142
36 Algeria Philippines 0.210689517 0.279029732
37 Algeria Poland 0.195069511 0.309974675
38 Algeria Romania 0.065689109 0.208050555
39 Algeria Russia 0.242115502 0.28540849
40 Algeria Rwanda 0.067875319 0.544800788
41 Algeria Slovenia 0.429909484 0.527718494
42 Algeria South Africa 0.188098634 0.236240889
43 Algeria Zimbabwe 0.122193788 0.161258617
44 Algeria Spain 0.346922841 0.569791285
45 Algeria Sweden 0.825687578 0.67366918
46 Algeria Thailand 0.175314367 0.563166813
47 Algeria Trinidad 0.239171306 0.228649703
48 Algeria Tunisia 0.172196481 0.360964424
49 Algeria Turkey 0.06655095 0.164062922
50 Algeria Ukraine 0.263357859 0.258400219
51 Algeria United States 0.408863935 0.33899793
52 Algeria Uruguay 0.311216242 0.380235709
53 Algeria Yemen 0.157228267 0.408800415
54 Azerbaijan Argentina 0.325993604 0.586466237
55 Azerbaijan Australia 0.515355081 0.825861562
56 Azerbaijan Armenia 0.034545305 0.409727638
57 Azerbaijan Brazil 0.264314218 0.583148145
58 Azerbaijan Chile 0.279037075 0.56500893
59 Azerbaijan China 0.37444188 0.702788288
60 Azerbaijan Taiwan 0.365225055 0.562180895
61 Azerbaijan Colombia 0.396990798 0.530450278
62 Azerbaijan Cyprus 0.189866438 0.505480612
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Table 1: DBRV Cultural Distance
ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
63 Azerbaijan Ecuador 0.329432647 0.42318017
64 Azerbaijan Estonia 0.386889142 0.635461955
65 Azerbaijan Georgia 0.052851585 0.342049342
66 Azerbaijan Palestine 0.055917693 0.38183427
67 Azerbaijan Germany 0.558953449 0.75896171
68 Azerbaijan Ghana 0.282124865 0.469871597
69 Azerbaijan Haiti 0.275560504 0.618065916
70 Azerbaijan Hong Kong 0.446553985 0.677498797
71 Azerbaijan India 0.086102349 0.501728749
72 Azerbaijan Iraq 0.033605876 0.496573233
73 Azerbaijan Japan 0.573652118 0.701129971
74 Azerbaijan Kazakhstan 0.115978833 0.370112098
75 Azerbaijan Jordan 0.166838272 0.297087467
76 Azerbaijan South Korea 0.358390512 0.58217913
77 Azerbaijan Kyrgyzstan 0.097373914 0.354900184
78 Azerbaijan Lebanon 0.129574407 0.343267315
79 Azerbaijan Libya 0.203050387 0.478449445
80 Azerbaijan Malaysia 0.17295091 0.387783502
81 Azerbaijan Mexico 0.426144491 0.435206516
82 Azerbaijan Morocco 0.105972522 0.474193897
83 Azerbaijan Netherlands 0.618944222 0.907405151
84 Azerbaijan New Zealand 0.569941019 0.882192241
85 Azerbaijan Nigeria 0.178464074 0.527824781
86 Azerbaijan Pakistan 0.163687449 0.591035929
87 Azerbaijan Peru 0.201326301 0.480190268
88 Azerbaijan Philippines 0.275916558 0.437847581
89 Azerbaijan Poland 0.243597994 0.490533663
90 Azerbaijan Romania 0.052950854 0.403456373
91 Azerbaijan Russia 0.212787513 0.416618216
92 Azerbaijan Rwanda 0.126412161 0.667345417
93 Azerbaijan Slovenia 0.445544051 0.746980773
94 Azerbaijan South Africa 0.225454835 0.527965273
95 Azerbaijan Zimbabwe 0.176686866 0.434098746
96 Azerbaijan Spain 0.37538786 0.770102732
97 Azerbaijan Sweden 0.852962685 1
98 Azerbaijan Thailand 0.209613357 0.752105565
99 Azerbaijan Trinidad 0.298891167 0.490019385
100 Azerbaijan Tunisia 0.121710677 0.519481619
101 Azerbaijan Turkey 0.130730729 0.42732868
102 Azerbaijan Ukraine 0.226464818 0.430285142
103 Azerbaijan United States 0.453086464 0.699419293
104 Azerbaijan Uruguay 0.360701998 0.628078944
105 Azerbaijan Yemen 0.118574104 0.510327041
106 Argentina Australia 0.193043821 0.275999932
107 Argentina Armenia 0.338543597 0.397309418
108 Argentina Brazil 0.159783084 0.218669349
109 Argentina Chile 0.07120272 0.116080724
110 Argentina China 0.355485365 0.321950272
111 Argentina Taiwan 0.247268364 0.193140892
112 Argentina Colombia 0.359696717 0.258217225
113 Argentina Cyprus 0.132112415 0.137808109
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ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
114 Argentina Ecuador 0.357615898 0.234829345
115 Argentina Estonia 0.292412702 0.198926585
116 Argentina Georgia 0.371450013 0.382452636
117 Argentina Palestine 0.375619016 0.511541874
118 Argentina Germany 0.268229796 0.161486628
119 Argentina Ghana 0.438495089 0.392999863
120 Argentina Haiti 0.162904335 0.30500236
121 Argentina Hong Kong 0.222636148 0.171515083
122 Argentina India 0.262582724 0.339151446
123 Argentina Iraq 0.363801399 0.386088587
124 Argentina Japan 0.342212343 0.364594943
125 Argentina Kazakhstan 0.247495787 0.321403022
126 Argentina Jordan 0.458488731 0.584020931
127 Argentina South Korea 0.229698268 0.229787909
128 Argentina Kyrgyzstan 0.228015328 0.282025281
129 Argentina Lebanon 0.200134751 0.271718632
130 Argentina Libya 0.376362481 0.319332622
131 Argentina Malaysia 0.272095067 0.398741478
132 Argentina Mexico 0.314166086 0.214496891
133 Argentina Morocco 0.413962823 0.574782365
134 Argentina Netherlands 0.313846592 0.221027033
135 Argentina New Zealand 0.242609433 0.328636088
136 Argentina Nigeria 0.310724106 0.352138897
137 Argentina Pakistan 0.245774931 0.403390911
138 Argentina Peru 0.231526014 0.133468224
139 Argentina Philippines 0.274498391 0.20140386
140 Argentina Poland 0.098295006 0.150733715
141 Argentina Romania 0.272965222 0.184127081
142 Argentina Russia 0.286553955 0.210643516
143 Argentina Rwanda 0.30269315 0.601362837
144 Argentina Slovenia 0.190646735 0.222317026
145 Argentina South Africa 0.096383656 0.17892147
146 Argentina Zimbabwe 0.333156908 0.446518593
147 Argentina Spain 0.077887939 0.189697273
148 Argentina Sweden 0.539161665 0.329384322
149 Argentina Thailand 0.112355213 0.407278566
150 Argentina Trinidad 0.362505842 0.272875396
151 Argentina Tunisia 0.451937108 0.623772679
152 Argentina Turkey 0.240248213 0.298122293
153 Argentina Ukraine 0.322909544 0.137708644
154 Argentina United States 0.126686676 0.209263822
155 Argentina Uruguay 0.074212594 0.131026771
156 Argentina Yemen 0.445184336 0.602918881
157 Australia Armenia 0.531932716 0.543183858
158 Australia Brazil 0.342016071 0.410691689
159 Australia Chile 0.263066276 0.333561136
160 Australia China 0.415068578 0.463446776
161 Australia Taiwan 0.292711756 0.315317997
162 Australia Colombia 0.509491145 0.411407365
163 Australia Cyprus 0.325416112 0.254368035
164 Australia Ecuador 0.528748978 0.382797991
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ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
165 Australia Estonia 0.329723708 0.340058291
166 Australia Georgia 0.564348227 0.564520656
167 Australia Palestine 0.568430856 0.69303379
168 Australia Germany 0.109966916 0.227731054
169 Australia Ghana 0.62771894 0.62303551
170 Australia Haiti 0.341168428 0.497557856
171 Australia Hong Kong 0.186509563 0.324920766
172 Australia India 0.458731586 0.544597719
173 Australia Iraq 0.552620563 0.557704588
174 Australia Japan 0.235812596 0.412471452
175 Australia Kazakhstan 0.419766142 0.565325887
176 Australia Jordan 0.655319725 0.714102442
177 Australia South Korea 0.278618848 0.361206696
178 Australia Kyrgyzstan 0.414253695 0.5362976
179 Australia Lebanon 0.383193636 0.441208144
180 Australia Libya 0.570612078 0.475352209
181 Australia Malaysia 0.46690381 0.747993001
182 Australia Mexico 0.440955723 0.270635407
183 Australia Morocco 0.609081169 0.744700512
184 Australia Netherlands 0.126514224 0.199768074
185 Australia New Zealand 0.056080619 0.101638581
186 Australia Nigeria 0.505246731 0.575865745
187 Australia Pakistan 0.441640953 0.641983978
188 Australia Peru 0.423732858 0.353980229
189 Australia Philippines 0.45227901 0.382277098
190 Australia Poland 0.294493559 0.238455527
191 Australia Romania 0.459658893 0.381920793
192 Australia Russia 0.419303406 0.376060326
193 Australia Rwanda 0.499840807 0.789355661
194 Australia Slovenia 0.142731684 0.263957764
195 Australia South Africa 0.29017461 0.413604842
196 Australia Zimbabwe 0.528204532 0.654681071
197 Australia Spain 0.137608419 0.287443608
198 Australia Sweden 0.342150109 0.303906968
199 Australia Thailand 0.30357284 0.610704893
200 Australia Trinidad 0.541544065 0.446174255
201 Australia Tunisia 0.640209526 0.716099386
202 Australia Turkey 0.437527532 0.534044748
203 Australia Ukraine 0.451015043 0.426764148
204 Australia United States 0.117362457 0.172968339
205 Australia Uruguay 0.208402059 0.230864892
206 Australia Yemen 0.637035472 0.680769087
207 Armenia Brazil 0.257753418 0.447614407
208 Armenia Chile 0.284774739 0.379759123
209 Armenia China 0.412218997 0.34919176
210 Armenia Taiwan 0.398438372 0.303331461
211 Armenia Colombia 0.37161177 0.290222709
212 Armenia Cyprus 0.202667147 0.247596366
213 Armenia Ecuador 0.300584972 0.288017457
214 Armenia Estonia 0.421916007 0.295484438
215 Armenia Georgia 0.028902158 0.265161224
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216 Armenia Palestine 0.033133678 0.446161683
217 Armenia Germany 0.581839117 0.456606704
218 Armenia Ghana 0.244709633 0.303383707
219 Armenia Haiti 0.268333669 0.348248378
220 Armenia Hong Kong 0.474570212 0.320349722
221 Armenia India 0.078447351 0.260827117
222 Armenia Iraq 0.043485759 0.363298523
223 Armenia Japan 0.602996536 0.507961732
224 Armenia Kazakhstan 0.149814099 0.260414645
225 Armenia Jordan 0.133185427 0.323485198
226 Armenia South Korea 0.390731628 0.38788897
227 Armenia Kyrgyzstan 0.120650381 0.234450743
228 Armenia Lebanon 0.153183025 0.344402966
229 Armenia Libya 0.166770367 0.296701129
230 Armenia Malaysia 0.150260428 0.409485673
231 Armenia Mexico 0.407185364 0.287396977
232 Armenia Morocco 0.07566876 0.409768643
233 Armenia Netherlands 0.64001755 0.622140043
234 Armenia New Zealand 0.584764313 0.522597821
235 Armenia Nigeria 0.149136152 0.261208475
236 Armenia Pakistan 0.146820157 0.391424917
237 Armenia Peru 0.185294891 0.25651185
238 Armenia Philippines 0.253934546 0.294357523
239 Armenia Poland 0.248928099 0.214930051
240 Armenia Romania 0.081603422 0.207336747
241 Armenia Russia 0.2505606 0.24248593
242 Armenia Rwanda 0.098357279 0.459492471
243 Armenia Slovenia 0.470790139 0.395062331
244 Armenia South Africa 0.238315219 0.424156417
245 Armenia Zimbabwe 0.144062177 0.370741594
246 Armenia Spain 0.394126093 0.511955934
247 Armenia Sweden 0.873023789 0.67144772
248 Armenia Thailand 0.224140921 0.498699585
249 Armenia Trinidad 0.268074888 0.206339093
250 Armenia Tunisia 0.117609737 0.293456016
251 Armenia Turkey 0.119398105 0.348408315
252 Armenia Ukraine 0.265096242 0.226188839
253 Armenia United States 0.462099138 0.473945692
254 Armenia Uruguay 0.365498634 0.381115223
255 Armenia Yemen 0.10314761 0.461827564
256 Brazil Chile 0.085594553 0.195194814
257 Brazil China 0.460371589 0.601369411
258 Brazil Taiwan 0.376251636 0.369570714
259 Brazil Colombia 0.207659609 0.228250936
260 Brazil Cyprus 0.128303349 0.25076762
261 Brazil Ecuador 0.194161789 0.20865611
262 Brazil Estonia 0.418391213 0.414402897
263 Brazil Georgia 0.289049284 0.38177563
264 Brazil Palestine 0.293165671 0.491981329
265 Brazil Germany 0.430022008 0.4354613
266 Brazil Ghana 0.281693924 0.394376808
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267 Brazil Haiti 0.007675249 0.387418187
268 Brazil Hong Kong 0.381131197 0.512523232
269 Brazil India 0.17601179 0.479368617
270 Brazil Iraq 0.298573136 0.374647613
271 Brazil Japan 0.504916784 0.578581971
272 Brazil Kazakhstan 0.25040715 0.424534823
273 Brazil Jordan 0.344145885 0.539626706
274 Brazil South Korea 0.360202604 0.528065543
275 Brazil Kyrgyzstan 0.201048664 0.368567335
276 Brazil Lebanon 0.193779127 0.315106232
277 Brazil Libya 0.230615151 0.326618045
278 Brazil Malaysia 0.133206147 0.52707428
279 Brazil Mexico 0.188440973 0.229755742
280 Brazil Morocco 0.315949941 0.474951925
281 Brazil Netherlands 0.470014795 0.495831644
282 Brazil New Zealand 0.380152922 0.447647174
283 Brazil Nigeria 0.168134789 0.39832483
284 Brazil Pakistan 0.116463886 0.362590984
285 Brazil Peru 0.085387888 0.203172541
286 Brazil Philippines 0.110474627 0.157818545
287 Brazil Poland 0.07617464 0.286515657
288 Brazil Romania 0.231330999 0.280800858
289 Brazil Russia 0.33987553 0.377432419
290 Brazil Rwanda 0.181349837 0.560786332
291 Brazil Slovenia 0.35312599 0.493034524
292 Brazil South Africa 0.124870769 0.344331554
293 Brazil Zimbabwe 0.191876975 0.462798392
294 Brazil Spain 0.241733105 0.418611246
295 Brazil Sweden 0.685035641 0.540127426
296 Brazil Thailand 0.13540091 0.649267611
297 Brazil Trinidad 0.198801512 0.368631301
298 Brazil Tunisia 0.379517299 0.575830158
299 Brazil Turkey 0.13442871 0.379842793
300 Brazil Ukraine 0.374244562 0.259000127
301 Brazil United States 0.237670499 0.370054267
302 Brazil Uruguay 0.132933407 0.2360468
303 Brazil Yemen 0.360609353 0.550311155
304 Chile China 0.390665602 0.316883758
305 Chile Taiwan 0.295797478 0.173674907
306 Chile Colombia 0.292530421 0.196362768
307 Chile Cyprus 0.092699069 0.123720132
308 Chile Ecuador 0.283997459 0.167099027
309 Chile Estonia 0.33955019 0.23800114
310 Chile Georgia 0.317890439 0.362536147
311 Chile Palestine 0.322129303 0.496459106
312 Chile Germany 0.343510664 0.245226684
313 Chile Ghana 0.36353206 0.364870867
314 Chile Haiti 0.09027174 0.284707693
315 Chile Hong Kong 0.291721821 0.254659115
316 Chile India 0.204099629 0.334558351
317 Chile Iraq 0.316532022 0.369686267
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318 Chile Japan 0.415084936 0.322010641
319 Chile Kazakhstan 0.22515335 0.288128487
320 Chile Jordan 0.395143323 0.53917439
321 Chile South Korea 0.278990707 0.267429244
322 Chile Kyrgyzstan 0.190546869 0.203427258
323 Chile Lebanon 0.169870134 0.249164445
324 Chile Libya 0.303406662 0.290912194
325 Chile Malaysia 0.199596876 0.351219627
326 Chile Mexico 0.25781356 0.152094405
327 Chile Morocco 0.355607537 0.4765767
328 Chile Netherlands 0.387432947 0.34583212
329 Chile New Zealand 0.307689925 0.377548681
330 Chile Nigeria 0.237962185 0.271468306
331 Chile Pakistan 0.17468898 0.408927018
332 Chile Peru 0.157155117 0
333 Chile Philippines 0.20000912 0.107878105
334 Chile Poland 0.031606558 0.171366021
335 Chile Romania 0.231943008 0.19126736
336 Chile Russia 0.291643427 0.220643137
337 Chile Rwanda 0.23499342 0.509849412
338 Chile Slovenia 0.263298622 0.368056076
339 Chile South Africa 0.065996012 0.135530564
340 Chile Zimbabwe 0.26089896 0.423468925
341 Chile Spain 0.152419344 0.267320272
342 Chile Sweden 0.609217499 0.396403625
343 Chile Thailand 0.083745409 0.472900541
344 Chile Trinidad 0.287430803 0.317222663
345 Chile Tunisia 0.403579739 0.547483066
346 Chile Turkey 0.174768534 0.373418345
347 Chile Ukraine 0.327973334 0.157832242
348 Chile United States 0.174443364 0.277149902
349 Chile Uruguay 0.077482794 0.087041638
350 Chile Yemen 0.392120761 0.56678576
351 China Taiwan 0.118713539 0.221255964
352 China Colombia 0.66871089 0.569947589
353 China Cyprus 0.331548021 0.344705207
354 China Ecuador 0.632425271 0.468640923
355 China Estonia 0.082989069 0.14958713
356 China Georgia 0.428413545 0.428758943
357 China Palestine 0.430361219 0.711059151
358 China Germany 0.372532112 0.291310664
359 China Ghana 0.641479679 0.528907283
360 China Haiti 0.470197236 0.398452798
361 China Hong Kong 0.232582872 0.120579029
362 China India 0.40012648 0.351718991
363 China Iraq 0.392899674 0.514137368
364 China Japan 0.299253199 0.272555252
365 China Kazakhstan 0.264394245 0.206833986
366 China Jordan 0.542650089 0.571657067
367 China South Korea 0.134379463 0.2038087
368 China Kyrgyzstan 0.315020194 0.29953796
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369 China Lebanon 0.295352612 0.366856668
370 China Libya 0.560400708 0.528101802
371 China Malaysia 0.481964287 0.484488347
372 China Mexico 0.650153556 0.469924619
373 China Morocco 0.480433202 0.602273411
374 China Netherlands 0.439616492 0.418729063
375 China New Zealand 0.472360584 0.512753409
376 China Nigeria 0.510406784 0.404013191
377 China Pakistan 0.455360366 0.590808979
378 China Peru 0.473013367 0.338193297
379 China Philippines 0.551247139 0.451392927
380 China Poland 0.382072326 0.392627029
381 China Romania 0.332982998 0.407812692
382 China Russia 0.157432075 0.1823418
383 China Rwanda 0.467461076 0.560414121
384 China Slovenia 0.270387221 0.326602035
385 China South Africa 0.33171776 0.386410778
386 China Zimbabwe 0.521451439 0.599610118
387 China Spain 0.315606334 0.417542909
388 China Sweden 0.65067586 0.478078261
389 China Thailand 0.320892202 0.324565628
390 China Trinidad 0.617331262 0.502198759
391 China Tunisia 0.44860852 0.558924554
392 China Turkey 0.421988203 0.558795363
393 China Ukraine 0.14966956 0.190390022
394 China United States 0.450825179 0.48275368
395 China Uruguay 0.433833045 0.291883551
396 China Yemen 0.470276498 0.675709353
397 Taiwan Colombia 0.588148322 0.385226494
398 Taiwan Cyprus 0.2604028 0.237553222
399 Taiwan Ecuador 0.563971719 0.378014658
400 Taiwan Estonia 0.040979895 0.125588091
401 Taiwan Georgia 0.422300173 0.403596973
402 Taiwan Palestine 0.425231843 0.531525578
403 Taiwan Germany 0.260437402 0.236019091
404 Taiwan Ghana 0.598473684 0.524808216
405 Taiwan Haiti 0.38445929 0.412703374
406 Taiwan Hong Kong 0.117887269 0.14371682
407 Taiwan India 0.362426995 0.369196985
408 Taiwan Iraq 0.393142364 0.569336615
409 Taiwan Japan 0.217693391 0.112048131
410 Taiwan Kazakhstan 0.245026833 0.257565045
411 Taiwan Jordan 0.535618074 0.544766125
412 Taiwan South Korea 0.013405884 0.223181319
413 Taiwan Kyrgyzstan 0.280453393 0.208437384
414 Taiwan Lebanon 0.25209542 0.240767712
415 Taiwan Libya 0.520322048 0.440835866
416 Taiwan Malaysia 0.428375908 0.394780372
417 Taiwan Mexico 0.55769681 0.35109463
418 Taiwan Morocco 0.475430214 0.541762502
419 Taiwan Netherlands 0.328680884 0.344659591
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420 Taiwan New Zealand 0.350700536 0.341436803
421 Taiwan Nigeria 0.462167635 0.354108288
422 Taiwan Pakistan 0.399700839 0.498394036
423 Taiwan Peru 0.408501838 0.235122806
424 Taiwan Philippines 0.479409789 0.309585385
425 Taiwan Poland 0.295836856 0.184463695
426 Taiwan Romania 0.31275115 0.261522926
427 Taiwan Russia 0.172993452 0.232151468
428 Taiwan Rwanda 0.427642764 0.601170724
429 Taiwan Slovenia 0.150221092 0.32929733
430 Taiwan South Africa 0.249100957 0.269751948
431 Taiwan Zimbabwe 0.477715061 0.511867235
432 Taiwan Spain 0.196366619 0.295748056
433 Taiwan Sweden 0.551325098 0.325502851
434 Taiwan Thailand 0.243589918 0.442562913
435 Taiwan Trinidad 0.555508672 0.438703537
436 Taiwan Tunisia 0.465928043 0.548544241
437 Taiwan Turkey 0.372074185 0.448460324
438 Taiwan Ukraine 0.190540386 0.171700038
439 Taiwan United States 0.330699233 0.320940644
440 Taiwan Uruguay 0.325161512 0.204233141
441 Taiwan Yemen 0.479093477 0.670491318
442 Colombia Cyprus 0.332953757 0.186622007
443 Colombia Ecuador 0.077937636 0.134713716
444 Colombia Estonia 0.630125105 0.443573737
445 Colombia Georgia 0.392236418 0.329464387
446 Colombia Palestine 0.395219369 0.441186254
447 Colombia Germany 0.612991718 0.448996333
448 Colombia Ghana 0.218893818 0.264612534
449 Colombia Haiti 0.199807126 0.304129052
450 Colombia Hong Kong 0.586379919 0.462215304
451 Colombia India 0.313060237 0.344267907
452 Colombia Iraq 0.419335225 0.370807702
453 Colombia Japan 0.704544613 0.607257957
454 Colombia Kazakhstan 0.433185832 0.363037331
455 Colombia Jordan 0.384414861 0.4681709
456 Colombia South Korea 0.572093687 0.501233364
457 Colombia Kyrgyzstan 0.377216488 0.290697143
458 Colombia Lebanon 0.382516929 0.253262938
459 Colombia Libya 0.235479549 0.215527562
460 Colombia Malaysia 0.219977975 0.388677461
461 Colombia Mexico 0.083689485 0.093872441
462 Colombia Morocco 0.39068495 0.389036489
463 Colombia Netherlands 0.640007042 0.515073763
464 Colombia New Zealand 0.530963136 0.413324499
465 Colombia Nigeria 0.219611124 0.277351746
466 Colombia Pakistan 0.234396229 0.33537282
467 Colombia Peru 0.20283288 0.145174298
468 Colombia Philippines 0.120507401 0.141880559
469 Colombia Poland 0.288071107 0.222695848
470 Colombia Romania 0.389873863 0.232592243
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471 Colombia Russia 0.536010285 0.419916058
472 Colombia Rwanda 0.269021547 0.503757182
473 Colombia Slovenia 0.553921412 0.494149125
474 Colombia South Africa 0.335872126 0.322912755
475 Colombia Zimbabwe 0.231229708 0.353652957
476 Colombia Spain 0.44038369 0.313648844
477 Colombia Sweden 0.829506563 0.587364315
478 Colombia Thailand 0.344422429 0.616721615
479 Colombia Trinidad 0.11761669 0.209044201
480 Colombia Tunisia 0.475851053 0.495805118
481 Colombia Turkey 0.271726253 0.34438164
482 Colombia Ukraine 0.567433508 0.244614438
483 Colombia United States 0.389267339 0.311535023
484 Colombia Uruguay 0.303616254 0.227069331
485 Colombia Yemen 0.4446461 0.512063713
486 Cyprus Ecuador 0.300373773 0.112205783
487 Cyprus Estonia 0.298901143 0.268252182
488 Cyprus Georgia 0.235407614 0.339210955
489 Cyprus Palestine 0.239551525 0.365367351
490 Cyprus Germany 0.383386336 0.175878783
491 Cyprus Ghana 0.340936063 0.278350871
492 Cyprus Haiti 0.139322135 0.271581413
493 Cyprus Hong Kong 0.296246546 0.232866541
494 Cyprus India 0.130329393 0.266955244
495 Cyprus Iraq 0.227708839 0.255372063
496 Cyprus Japan 0.426561358 0.401154603
497 Cyprus Kazakhstan 0.128971102 0.295487919
498 Cyprus Jordan 0.327343662 0.411121054
499 Cyprus South Korea 0.246276104 0.263985693
500 Cyprus Kyrgyzstan 0.094906739 0.26225354
501 Cyprus Lebanon 0.072976707 0.207032102
502 Cyprus Libya 0.267687345 0.199029611
503 Cyprus Malaysia 0.167910764 0.388767695
504 Cyprus Mexico 0.320984345 0.104677251
505 Cyprus Morocco 0.279436981 0.426469741
506 Cyprus Netherlands 0.437662513 0.299876922
507 Cyprus New Zealand 0.377858084 0.30415441
508 Cyprus Nigeria 0.204577988 0.24331986
509 Cyprus Pakistan 0.138831461 0.368568866
510 Cyprus Peru 0.143882266 0.114623673
511 Cyprus Philippines 0.216927517 0.130252774
512 Cyprus Poland 0.062756008 0.10126207
513 Cyprus Romania 0.138372765 0.046616044
514 Cyprus Russia 0.207846105 0.216221179
515 Cyprus Rwanda 0.181595524 0.55366748
516 Cyprus Slovenia 0.281226412 0.252398266
517 Cyprus South Africa 0.031505654 0.212352841
518 Cyprus Zimbabwe 0.223513952 0.306891757
519 Cyprus Spain 0.190340483 0.170549027
520 Cyprus Sweden 0.668621355 0.300268767
521 Cyprus Thailand 0.018741617 0.492393498
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522 Cyprus Trinidad 0.290868203 0.175716358
523 Cyprus Tunisia 0.315806491 0.382502951
524 Cyprus Turkey 0.11896026 0.249120893
525 Cyprus Ukraine 0.242802811 0.12903242
526 Cyprus United States 0.259399103 0.216778964
527 Cyprus Uruguay 0.17260703 0.067176588
528 Cyprus Yemen 0.308935605 0.425037585
529 Ecuador Estonia 0.603407623 0.453622611
530 Ecuador Georgia 0.318213074 0.284438093
531 Ecuador Palestine 0.320884888 0.325891932
532 Ecuador Germany 0.624404539 0.369204834
533 Ecuador Ghana 0.13991473 0.110635587
534 Ecuador Haiti 0.190479816 0.247050187
535 Ecuador Hong Kong 0.579054002 0.414180432
536 Ecuador India 0.251794889 0.304547825
537 Ecuador Iraq 0.348064712 0.282620366
538 Ecuador Japan 0.703314995 0.562175332
539 Ecuador Kazakhstan 0.381771795 0.304529816
540 Ecuador Jordan 0.302856274 0.349477379
541 Ecuador South Korea 0.549073978 0.462110716
542 Ecuador Kyrgyzstan 0.325289192 0.246976094
543 Ecuador Lebanon 0.336392115 0.256826289
544 Ecuador Libya 0.154236534 0.101667432
545 Ecuador Malaysia 0.157087046 0.341324074
546 Ecuador Mexico 0.152788492 0.047553964
547 Ecuador Morocco 0.312172331 0.320363975
548 Ecuador Netherlands 0.659124848 0.500205659
549 Ecuador New Zealand 0.558256818 0.483471104
550 Ecuador Nigeria 0.147262873 0.218982263
551 Ecuador Pakistan 0.178009964 0.309033005
552 Ecuador Peru 0.155214963 0.103615205
553 Ecuador Philippines 0.081047541 0.00565084
554 Ecuador Poland 0.269792499 0.139306351
555 Ecuador Romania 0.330452517 0.186358984
556 Ecuador Russia 0.489468698 0.309880487
557 Ecuador Rwanda 0.198943413 0.468630675
558 Ecuador Slovenia 0.551520458 0.41339484
559 Ecuador South Africa 0.311623873 0.233398615
560 Ecuador Zimbabwe 0.15488898 0.298146326
561 Ecuador Spain 0.439732626 0.29837273
562 Ecuador Sweden 0.862051405 0.565630441
563 Ecuador Thailand 0.316143953 0.532339322
564 Ecuador Trinidad 0.035442763 0.227118518
565 Ecuador Tunisia 0.398688432 0.371504648
566 Ecuador Turkey 0.215076389 0.247882789
567 Ecuador Ukraine 0.518285488 0.2053702
568 Ecuador United States 0.413436845 0.362875328
569 Ecuador Uruguay 0.31641353 0.167228103
570 Ecuador Yemen 0.366287068 0.444272658
571 Estonia Georgia 0.443553885 0.402585002
572 Estonia Palestine 0.446194097 0.615639496
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573 Estonia Germany 0.285682214 0.171547454
574 Estonia Ghana 0.631709766 0.554643779
575 Estonia Haiti 0.426932845 0.409342267
576 Estonia Hong Kong 0.145358366 0.13013632
577 Estonia India 0.392829723 0.410876731
578 Estonia Iraq 0.412036064 0.488208189
579 Estonia Japan 0.222070306 0.298904343
580 Estonia Kazakhstan 0.267916237 0.243561329
581 Estonia Jordan 0.557967628 0.538558724
582 Estonia South Korea 0.058622338 0.190622773
583 Estonia Kyrgyzstan 0.308885255 0.273727502
584 Estonia Lebanon 0.282673538 0.324835375
585 Estonia Libya 0.552451036 0.504076968
586 Estonia Malaysia 0.463679375 0.514958847
587 Estonia Mexico 0.601594968 0.425980556
588 Estonia Morocco 0.496752111 0.634684975
589 Estonia Netherlands 0.353081193 0.270805716
590 Estonia New Zealand 0.386223609 0.283742973
591 Estonia Nigeria 0.496236712 0.421232437
592 Estonia Pakistan 0.435375237 0.527512765
593 Estonia Peru 0.446461185 0.302559712
594 Estonia Philippines 0.51935536 0.386515226
595 Estonia Poland 0.338041709 0.249351476
596 Estonia Romania 0.337229613 0.330779251
597 Estonia Russia 0.180863934 0.162165904
598 Estonia Rwanda 0.459181762 0.548928941
599 Estonia Slovenia 0.18391904 0.229920575
600 Estonia South Africa 0.290228022 0.406322788
601 Estonia Zimbabwe 0.510644056 0.604523785
602 Estonia Spain 0.24065839 0.358904455
603 Estonia Sweden 0.568037513 0.310631633
604 Estonia Thailand 0.283429758 0.425392402
605 Estonia Trinidad 0.593393926 0.441779476
606 Estonia Tunisia 0.479737799 0.592919832
607 Estonia Turkey 0.406017387 0.51577721
608 Estonia Ukraine 0.190250103 0.132933887
609 Estonia United States 0.374296539 0.336443655
610 Estonia Uruguay 0.370363749 0.239533538
611 Estonia Yemen 0.495898076 0.61119393
612 Georgia Palestine 0 0.369274052
613 Georgia Germany 0.612503542 0.49609594
614 Georgia Ghana 0.247831275 0.214497349
615 Georgia Haiti 0.299403281 0.374595215
616 Georgia Hong Kong 0.502665162 0.461341231
617 Georgia India 0.110964521 0.266054704
618 Georgia Iraq 0.03481751 0.275264669
619 Georgia Japan 0.630246925 0.567590161
620 Georgia Kazakhstan 0.173069173 0.196554457
621 Georgia Jordan 0.110523006 0.333973578
622 Georgia South Korea 0.415475417 0.381324438
623 Georgia Kyrgyzstan 0.150340861 0.230903689
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624 Georgia Lebanon 0.182971247 0.194996042
625 Georgia Libya 0.174477933 0.268605391
626 Georgia Malaysia 0.175246668 0.270905608
627 Georgia Mexico 0.432477005 0.294049383
628 Georgia Morocco 0.048978337 0.351992436
629 Georgia Netherlands 0.671337305 0.596356287
630 Georgia New Zealand 0.617483939 0.601130382
631 Georgia Nigeria 0.168387288 0.298235603
632 Georgia Pakistan 0.175225236 0.326437711
633 Georgia Peru 0.213568655 0.294772313
634 Georgia Philippines 0.278024828 0.260747665
635 Georgia Poland 0.282042907 0.34672885
636 Georgia Romania 0.108294069 0.285379561
637 Georgia Russia 0.267167425 0.245427305
638 Georgia Rwanda 0.120715753 0.531339015
639 Georgia Slovenia 0.500392776 0.563452717
640 Georgia South Africa 0.271103234 0.377091769
641 Georgia Zimbabwe 0.159289136 0.29467792
642 Georgia Spain 0.425998019 0.601541338
643 Georgia Sweden 0.904698247 0.658021014
644 Georgia Thailand 0.256673088 0.479832577
645 Georgia Trinidad 0.283655092 0.219584607
646 Georgia Tunisia 0.086610077 0.345613941
647 Georgia Turkey 0.150385678 0.351145723
648 Georgia Ukraine 0.27791581 0.235316278
649 Georgia United States 0.49523801 0.494632258
650 Georgia Uruguay 0.398539535 0.375930466
651 Georgia Yemen 0.070006749 0.407274725
652 Palestine Germany 0.616324536 0.65397354
653 Palestine Ghana 0.248837995 0.418900478
654 Palestine Haiti 0.303498765 0.516769358
655 Palestine Hong Kong 0.506139738 0.607871153
656 Palestine India 0.115187932 0.411340655
657 Palestine Iraq 0.03531019 0.33312591
658 Palestine Japan 0.633597575 0.739518317
659 Palestine Kazakhstan 0.176062918 0.493737825
660 Palestine Jordan 0.108252302 0.322492383
661 Palestine South Korea 0.41852254 0.507362588
662 Palestine Kyrgyzstan 0.154111407 0.334595975
663 Palestine Lebanon 0.18673387 0.310960739
664 Palestine Libya 0.176162021 0.311204698
665 Palestine Malaysia 0.178803492 0.408337185
666 Palestine Mexico 0.435968734 0.378898295
667 Palestine Morocco 0.046356564 0.356881457
668 Palestine Netherlands 0.675251186 0.79933659
669 Palestine New Zealand 0.621616772 0.72336726
670 Palestine Nigeria 0.171371395 0.436391051
671 Palestine Pakistan 0.179105597 0.510557485
672 Palestine Peru 0.217419571 0.365314818
673 Palestine Philippines 0.281426878 0.389893689
674 Palestine Poland 0.286281821 0.433529177
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675 Palestine Romania 0.111789328 0.37023772
676 Palestine Russia 0.269252074 0.454149449
677 Palestine Rwanda 0.124102675 0.622121158
678 Palestine Slovenia 0.504071537 0.745232234
679 Palestine South Africa 0.275253491 0.520325724
680 Palestine Zimbabwe 0.161860648 0.391818849
681 Palestine Spain 0.430000653 0.685353596
682 Palestine Sweden 0.908661415 0.938612819
683 Palestine Thailand 0.26078314 0.782656754
684 Palestine Trinidad 0.286113738 0.414300817
685 Palestine Tunisia 0.082638251 0.472008616
686 Palestine Turkey 0.154497363 0.455035464
687 Palestine Ukraine 0.279518224 0.389176795
688 Palestine United States 0.499463142 0.544452878
689 Palestine Uruguay 0.402780623 0.524058368
690 Palestine Yemen 0.06577292 0.343394162
691 Germany Ghana 0.710896888 0.570464972
692 Germany Haiti 0.4313686 0.413695894
693 Germany Hong Kong 0.138320591 0.139322061
694 Germany India 0.517307912 0.462273943
695 Germany Iraq 0.59430189 0.540817164
696 Germany Japan 0.129074356 0.371975968
697 Germany Kazakhstan 0.449636746 0.423731873
698 Germany Jordan 0.713379133 0.636229863
699 Germany South Korea 0.251659763 0.20808522
700 Germany Kyrgyzstan 0.458023423 0.417657818
701 Germany Lebanon 0.425450652 0.39470849
702 Germany Libya 0.646885855 0.488493161
703 Germany Malaysia 0.542689823 0.6031128
704 Germany Mexico 0.54910846 0.354188921
705 Germany Morocco 0.661405164 0.716277849
706 Germany Netherlands 0.06405729 0.115949159
707 Germany New Zealand 0.13373205 0.190381481
708 Germany Nigeria 0.581339522 0.523559673
709 Germany Pakistan 0.515305326 0.615830931
710 Germany Peru 0.503728804 0.346782187
711 Germany Philippines 0.543922381 0.370595344
712 Germany Poland 0.36937413 0.188279659
713 Germany Romania 0.501775387 0.268404444
714 Germany Russia 0.420359513 0.26063817
715 Germany Rwanda 0.567551845 0.721698568
716 Germany Slovenia 0.114952396 0.176879204
717 Germany South Africa 0.351290301 0.426658965
718 Germany Zimbabwe 0.603097938 0.666038421
719 Germany Spain 0.190941953 0.172879922
720 Germany Sweden 0.29487582 0.14422972
721 Germany Thailand 0.360413897 0.414199475
722 Germany Trinidad 0.63291493 0.497354041
723 Germany Tunisia 0.678895336 0.620473997
724 Germany Turkey 0.50426184 0.442550195
725 Germany Ukraine 0.446267217 0.228422029
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726 Germany United States 0.227982506 0.259883653
727 Germany Uruguay 0.305845761 0.182200006
728 Germany Yemen 0.681670146 0.590312828
729 Ghana Haiti 0.283631801 0.157863585
730 Ghana Hong Kong 0.640475247 0.479410646
731 Ghana India 0.237193461 0.316502241
732 Ghana Iraq 0.28543378 0.294012893
733 Ghana Japan 0.77009709 0.667763721
734 Ghana Kazakhstan 0.3736076 0.278506375
735 Ghana Jordan 0.187876626 0.322865276
736 Ghana South Korea 0.586276896 0.576351531
737 Ghana Kyrgyzstan 0.32246747 0.256152116
738 Ghana Lebanon 0.345390318 0.345474605
739 Ghana Libya 0.077115934 0.079801804
740 Ghana Malaysia 0.168891539 0.378562166
741 Ghana Mexico 0.296814298 0.244792561
742 Ghana Morocco 0.220091217 0.247265163
743 Ghana Netherlands 0.754657958 0.675265681
744 Ghana New Zealand 0.665642234 0.661963618
745 Ghana Nigeria 0.132534551 0.147853949
746 Ghana Pakistan 0.197927687 0.341893861
747 Ghana Peru 0.203063785 0.208565849
748 Ghana Philippines 0.179911676 0.119340997
749 Ghana Poland 0.337761929 0.321050781
750 Ghana Romania 0.307708576 0.287764854
751 Ghana Russia 0.484001233 0.35920335
752 Ghana Rwanda 0.169833188 0.471090171
753 Ghana Slovenia 0.621292818 0.59082675
754 Ghana South Africa 0.364846448 0.281138555
755 Ghana Zimbabwe 0.116844074 0.21182635
756 Ghana Spain 0.517129579 0.597916885
757 Ghana Sweden 0.970772618 0.761755785
758 Ghana Thailand 0.362113248 0.520212229
759 Ghana Trinidad 0.103857786 0.173742442
760 Ghana Tunisia 0.30713037 0.335211833
761 Ghana Turkey 0.222204583 0.271177549
762 Ghana Ukraine 0.505252169 0.290779708
763 Ghana United States 0.52189271 0.566293168
764 Ghana Uruguay 0.418160856 0.435120453
765 Ghana Yemen 0.270629526 0.42035838
766 Haiti Hong Kong 0.386232523 0.322159372
767 Haiti India 0.186903117 0.346864708
768 Haiti Iraq 0.309580372 0.379767276
769 Haiti Japan 0.508954714 0.537999879
770 Haiti Kazakhstan 0.262246364 0.352000836
771 Haiti Jordan 0.352174678 0.483794434
772 Haiti South Korea 0.368244651 0.486648051
773 Haiti Kyrgyzstan 0.212964947 0.321782961
774 Haiti Lebanon 0.20556235 0.310202075
775 Haiti Libya 0.235375381 0.269430637
776 Haiti Malaysia 0.140230099 0.499650237
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777 Haiti Mexico 0.177534883 0.242806549
778 Haiti Morocco 0.325316968 0.425155743
779 Haiti Netherlands 0.469896991 0.476387247
780 Haiti New Zealand 0.377769742 0.548418272
781 Haiti Nigeria 0.174032084 0.210643093
782 Haiti Pakistan 0.125127202 0.445563497
783 Haiti Peru 0.092266872 0.180740644
784 Haiti Philippines 0.108313276 0.160990288
785 Haiti Poland 0.084748298 0.31702071
786 Haiti Romania 0.24310572 0.302144149
787 Haiti Russia 0.351138849 0.328327923
788 Haiti Rwanda 0.189838377 0.544567739
789 Haiti Slovenia 0.357178003 0.470024886
790 Haiti South Africa 0.134337744 0.251240052
791 Haiti Zimbabwe 0.197732897 0.288982918
792 Haiti Spain 0.245029798 0.422509416
793 Haiti Sweden 0.682918876 0.502036235
794 Haiti Thailand 0.145581951 0.448857926
795 Haiti Trinidad 0.197411106 0.243234434
796 Haiti Tunisia 0.389999749 0.520004032
797 Haiti Turkey 0.144805607 0.360849104
798 Haiti Ukraine 0.38563347 0.300552357
799 Haiti United States 0.23436817 0.441907674
800 Haiti Uruguay 0.130288338 0.317638682
801 Haiti Yemen 0.370580491 0.591427142
802 Hong Kong India 0.42162247 0.285289096
803 Hong Kong Iraq 0.479197044 0.477021965
804 Hong Kong Japan 0.126318893 0.192489215
805 Hong Kong Kazakhstan 0.329852177 0.290116055
806 Hong Kong Jordan 0.610820598 0.562612797
807 Hong Kong South Korea 0.109828475 0.088342279
808 Hong Kong Kyrgyzstan 0.349992045 0.251252908
809 Hong Kong Lebanon 0.317882127 0.36735036
810 Hong Kong Libya 0.568171562 0.413157571
811 Hong Kong Malaysia 0.467420798 0.449776836
812 Hong Kong Mexico 0.539158675 0.415957085
813 Hong Kong Morocco 0.554268758 0.565823181
814 Hong Kong Netherlands 0.206552571 0.294049776
815 Hong Kong New Zealand 0.239735501 0.299192718
816 Hong Kong Nigeria 0.504773263 0.390288045
817 Hong Kong Pakistan 0.438480164 0.537017323
818 Hong Kong Peru 0.436687737 0.273052454
819 Hong Kong Philippines 0.494173415 0.384964537
820 Hong Kong Poland 0.305971484 0.243400393
821 Hong Kong Romania 0.390129984 0.277410476
822 Hong Kong Russia 0.283737354 0.184446939
823 Hong Kong Rwanda 0.480445669 0.623948205
824 Hong Kong Slovenia 0.041395053 0.248158691
825 Hong Kong South Africa 0.271633921 0.335312063
826 Hong Kong Zimbabwe 0.524000948 0.523964589
827 Hong Kong Spain 0.14478286 0.272259725
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828 Hong Kong Sweden 0.431496601 0.343782365
829 Hong Kong Thailand 0.274395843 0.364335155
830 Hong Kong Trinidad 0.578885993 0.362380667
831 Hong Kong Tunisia 0.559497086 0.595083898
832 Hong Kong Turkey 0.418930491 0.44749509
833 Hong Kong Ukraine 0.30697955 0.169985202
834 Hong Kong United States 0.25742285 0.263331937
835 Hong Kong Uruguay 0.289213389 0.230758526
836 Hong Kong Yemen 0.567070334 0.700562837
837 India Iraq 0.118525889 0.390259009
838 India Japan 0.551981925 0.439285837
839 India Kazakhstan 0.133432204 0.324907471
840 India Jordan 0.192816162 0.399196431
841 India South Korea 0.351797617 0.268243832
842 India Kyrgyzstan 0.081054956 0.139857592
843 India Lebanon 0.106164512 0.233166828
844 India Libya 0.156422556 0.228849068
845 India Malaysia 0.0905488 0.241539067
846 India Mexico 0.336839381 0.320933326
847 India Morocco 0.147678842 0.32050154
848 India Netherlands 0.572223202 0.504480517
849 India New Zealand 0.509420021 0.533878795
850 India Nigeria 0.10891186 0.193386649
851 India Pakistan 0.075270037 0.303217843
852 India Peru 0.11175912 0.242648133
853 India Philippines 0.189522536 0.336312447
854 India Poland 0.168348502 0.32323462
855 India Romania 0.074509906 0.237209947
856 India Russia 0.244314216 0.302578549
857 India Rwanda 0.063119515 0.584461377
858 India Slovenia 0.411722948 0.473687143
859 India South Africa 0.164626124 0.276726579
860 India Zimbabwe 0.117284317 0.212507925
861 India Spain 0.324907717 0.538550422
862 India Sweden 0.802972365 0.608018287
863 India Thailand 0.153111506 0.467727053
864 India Trinidad 0.226292442 0.210640618
865 India Tunisia 0.200141752 0.360409832
866 India Turkey 0.040452713 0.272620594
867 India Ukraine 0.2686238 0.267897374
868 India United States 0.382452216 0.346474555
869 India Uruguay 0.283975113 0.389730637
870 India Yemen 0.184704568 0.571814888
871 Iraq Japan 0.605059164 0.697042739
872 Iraq Kazakhstan 0.145705021 0.402955785
873 Iraq Jordan 0.145709672 0.366893224
874 Iraq South Korea 0.387389898 0.432592164
875 Iraq Kyrgyzstan 0.134203279 0.350572044
876 Iraq Lebanon 0.165940398 0.315567042
877 Iraq Libya 0.210177005 0.236121731
878 Iraq Malaysia 0.197514086 0.449063215
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879 Iraq Mexico 0.453902986 0.279257132
880 Iraq Morocco 0.083529231 0.400578201
881 Iraq Netherlands 0.654953668 0.611093785
882 Iraq New Zealand 0.607465976 0.652469309
883 Iraq Nigeria 0.196713781 0.344792695
884 Iraq Pakistan 0.192329705 0.410502969
885 Iraq Peru 0.230660236 0.264736302
886 Iraq Philippines 0.301234176 0.257615424
887 Iraq Poland 0.280995041 0.385604943
888 Iraq Romania 0.088999571 0.257889543
889 Iraq Russia 0.232499044 0.314612825
890 Iraq Rwanda 0.146084096 0.487248528
891 Iraq Slovenia 0.47990151 0.587262125
892 Iraq South Africa 0.263284191 0.403184522
893 Iraq Zimbabwe 0.190712146 0.362415611
894 Iraq Spain 0.412298746 0.536147659
895 Iraq Sweden 0.889210903 0.764138949
896 Iraq Thailand 0.24737053 0.655188837
897 Iraq Trinidad 0.315081709 0.28833339
898 Iraq Tunisia 0.083895999 0.366136495
899 Iraq Turkey 0.162183238 0.394839308
900 Iraq Ukraine 0.241117502 0.244516892
901 Iraq United States 0.490914531 0.449541602
902 Iraq Uruguay 0.398137874 0.344508038
903 Iraq Yemen 0.083681074 0.364205182
904 Japan Kazakhstan 0.455123923 0.33681898
905 Japan Jordan 0.73980692 0.668396517
906 Japan South Korea 0.21799478 0.229193973
907 Japan Kyrgyzstan 0.478962354 0.310176584
908 Japan Lebanon 0.447172284 0.385366345
909 Japan Libya 0.698470362 0.579068291
910 Japan Malaysia 0.597219304 0.549457217
911 Japan Mexico 0.650135517 0.524467406
912 Japan Morocco 0.682379836 0.626316385
913 Japan Netherlands 0.173790573 0.511482559
914 Japan New Zealand 0.266966947 0.445284749
915 Japan Nigeria 0.634796618 0.513600928
916 Japan Pakistan 0.568364152 0.619283016
917 Japan Peru 0.565178609 0.419693445
918 Japan Philippines 0.619155391 0.481415358
919 Japan Poland 0.432652486 0.42907998
920 Japan Romania 0.517877631 0.409104236
921 Japan Russia 0.394822706 0.320060722
922 Japan Rwanda 0.611001611 0.723439783
923 Japan Slovenia 0.147556566 0.429147898
924 Japan South Africa 0.401010637 0.356386663
925 Japan Zimbabwe 0.654268209 0.596251661
926 Japan Spain 0.260370932 0.474357136
927 Japan Sweden 0.350515649 0.324376488
928 Japan Thailand 0.40452879 0.510605386
929 Japan Trinidad 0.705381676 0.610255687
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930 Japan Tunisia 0.682748065 0.736943903
931 Japan Turkey 0.549403439 0.540859991
932 Japan Ukraine 0.411639391 0.324048222
933 Japan United States 0.342261759 0.423304518
934 Japan Uruguay 0.399315718 0.372126115
935 Japan Yemen 0.692595692 0.851065164
936 Kazakhstan Jordan 0.286515738 0.356275361
937 Kazakhstan South Korea 0.23824531 0.326072504
938 Kazakhstan Kyrgyzstan 0.052266115 0.195077889
939 Kazakhstan Lebanon 0.053011623 0.190164383
940 Kazakhstan Libya 0.292319045 0.378572583
941 Kazakhstan Malaysia 0.222598961 0.323053273
942 Kazakhstan Mexico 0.438623296 0.296913794
943 Kazakhstan Morocco 0.226167023 0.43522959
944 Kazakhstan Netherlands 0.512561588 0.562751725
945 Kazakhstan New Zealand 0.477592783 0.615405359
946 Kazakhstan Nigeria 0.246149044 0.273753458
947 Kazakhstan Pakistan 0.199529741 0.468333737
948 Kazakhstan Peru 0.226421152 0.229569141
949 Kazakhstan Philippines 0.308889404 0.240779341
950 Kazakhstan Poland 0.195822872 0.34758705
951 Kazakhstan Romania 0.065480248 0.270576132
952 Kazakhstan Russia 0.10664094 0.096959743
953 Kazakhstan Rwanda 0.200164423 0.48866349
954 Kazakhstan Slovenia 0.333028071 0.424867554
955 Kazakhstan South Africa 0.156800572 0.289108286
956 Kazakhstan Zimbabwe 0.254793964 0.339503737
957 Kazakhstan Spain 0.277944911 0.511981795
958 Kazakhstan Sweden 0.747234466 0.598817866
959 Kazakhstan Thailand 0.138450137 0.298311911
960 Kazakhstan Trinidad 0.360339666 0.31185053
961 Kazakhstan Tunisia 0.225941351 0.411528892
962 Kazakhstan Turkey 0.162799894 0.340036699
963 Kazakhstan Ukraine 0.13246115 0.159862178
964 Kazakhstan United States 0.378382915 0.583284763
965 Kazakhstan Uruguay 0.302511533 0.335806249
966 Kazakhstan Yemen 0.233287777 0.479764144
967 Jordan South Korea 0.528113478 0.514421489
968 Jordan Kyrgyzstan 0.256643569 0.299321114
969 Jordan Lebanon 0.288708175 0.318610631
970 Jordan Libya 0.144750266 0.332789045
971 Jordan Malaysia 0.208633252 0.419913287
972 Jordan Mexico 0.444446464 0.404674352
973 Jordan Morocco 0.057983801 0.298119305
974 Jordan Netherlands 0.769142321 0.82754721
975 Jordan New Zealand 0.704887564 0.753600263
976 Jordan Nigeria 0.181199578 0.37161727
977 Jordan Pakistan 0.223709181 0.532925177
978 Jordan Peru 0.256143609 0.397331539
979 Jordan Philippines 0.293619114 0.359664488
980 Jordan Poland 0.360371726 0.443264496
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981 Jordan Romania 0.219023451 0.37336876
982 Jordan Russia 0.381713062 0.378766384
983 Jordan Rwanda 0.158935874 0.548041359
984 Jordan Slovenia 0.605054166 0.70148835
985 Jordan South Africa 0.36163064 0.510432207
986 Jordan Zimbabwe 0.160315449 0.278415591
987 Jordan Spain 0.521875219 0.735390075
988 Jordan Sweden 1 0.904322826
989 Jordan Thailand 0.350043007 0.598079987
990 Jordan Trinidad 0.263496542 0.389036354
991 Jordan Tunisia 0.124821259 0.348282927
992 Jordan Turkey 0.216142009 0.407879629
993 Jordan Ukraine 0.391047658 0.4065872
994 Jordan United States 0.573386163 0.625971477
995 Jordan Uruguay 0.470965433 0.529438653
996 Jordan Yemen 0.088164679 0.186806791
997 South Korea Kyrgyzstan 0.270983837 0.287511429
998 South Korea Lebanon 0.241779275 0.319219155
999 South Korea Libya 0.508675367 0.438631985
1000 South Korea Malaysia 0.415437813 0.410351194
1001 South Korea Mexico 0.54075265 0.415580457
1002 South Korea Morocco 0.468459098 0.572657422
1003 South Korea Netherlands 0.319953004 0.372617475
1004 South Korea New Zealand 0.337146481 0.389648024
1005 South Korea Nigeria 0.449737326 0.440553538
1006 South Korea Pakistan 0.38663439 0.503906269
1007 South Korea Peru 0.394383674 0.311409297
1008 South Korea Philippines 0.464325593 0.451245743
1009 South Korea Poland 0.279816785 0.294478251
1010 South Korea Romania 0.30489769 0.286366222
1011 South Korea Russia 0.173455802 0.155500331
1012 South Korea Rwanda 0.416378248 0.68315434
1013 South Korea Slovenia 0.138435617 0.365601351
1014 South Korea South Africa 0.233687093 0.37085876
1015 South Korea Zimbabwe 0.465768156 0.516686138
1016 South Korea Spain 0.17909678 0.375089086
1017 South Korea Sweden 0.545226562 0.468944819
1018 South Korea Thailand 0.228838858 0.42655243
1019 South Korea Trinidad 0.541306902 0.382094096
1020 South Korea Tunisia 0.462082009 0.563970804
1021 South Korea Turkey 0.359836581 0.433476794
1022 South Korea Ukraine 0.193940414 0.201769837
1023 South Korea United States 0.31367467 0.269235079
1024 South Korea Uruguay 0.307545362 0.286529961
1025 South Korea Yemen 0.473990764 0.641649253
1026 Kyrgyzstan Lebanon 0.028393316 0.154642345
1027 Kyrgyzstan Libya 0.241703844 0.205156528
1028 Kyrgyzstan Malaysia 0.166597841 0.207203886
1029 Kyrgyzstan Mexico 0.38556672 0.20603792
1030 Kyrgyzstan Morocco 0.200552669 0.228353157
1031 Kyrgyzstan Netherlands 0.517481465 0.516001498
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1032 Kyrgyzstan New Zealand 0.469485546 0.57929781
1033 Kyrgyzstan Nigeria 0.191807469 0.17260488
1034 Kyrgyzstan Pakistan 0.143067024 0.3227069
1035 Kyrgyzstan Peru 0.170238928 0.136300307
1036 Kyrgyzstan Philippines 0.252727921 0.185427276
1037 Kyrgyzstan Poland 0.157405327 0.280973535
1038 Kyrgyzstan Romania 0.041209005 0.232804583
1039 Kyrgyzstan Russia 0.161472046 0.193178444
1040 Kyrgyzstan Rwanda 0.148399499 0.388007211
1041 Kyrgyzstan Slovenia 0.345999297 0.449587149
1042 Kyrgyzstan South Africa 0.128921559 0.204541024
1043 Kyrgyzstan Zimbabwe 0.202190321 0.235948858
1044 Kyrgyzstan Spain 0.273874964 0.483019401
1045 Kyrgyzstan Sweden 0.751386519 0.599301009
1046 Kyrgyzstan Thailand 0.111692129 0.483997851
1047 Kyrgyzstan Trinidad 0.304284137 0.273980169
1048 Kyrgyzstan Tunisia 0.221742201 0.410634718
1049 Kyrgyzstan Turkey 0.106537296 0.277970574
1050 Kyrgyzstan Ukraine 0.188812182 0.14691796
1051 Kyrgyzstan United States 0.357447804 0.411883998
1052 Kyrgyzstan Uruguay 0.271440452 0.306513097
1053 Kyrgyzstan Yemen 0.220085704 0.466264658
1054 Lebanon Libya 0.265620805 0.254980829
1055 Lebanon Malaysia 0.182394698 0.241637216
1056 Lebanon Mexico 0.383460598 0.184903093
1057 Lebanon Morocco 0.233092891 0.338831191
1058 Lebanon Netherlands 0.4851305 0.507163577
1059 Lebanon New Zealand 0.439021009 0.48786861
1060 Lebanon Nigeria 0.211522105 0.296750733
1061 Lebanon Pakistan 0.156226344 0.37424507
1062 Lebanon Peru 0.177858065 0.212268035
1063 Lebanon Philippines 0.259484145 0.237964829
1064 Lebanon Poland 0.139267455 0.27661377
1065 Lebanon Romania 0.072706169 0.191064778
1066 Lebanon Russia 0.149539924 0.199893154
1067 Lebanon Rwanda 0.172276889 0.507174983
1068 Lebanon Slovenia 0.313396527 0.428481963
1069 Lebanon South Africa 0.103763835 0.233271299
1070 Lebanon Zimbabwe 0.224354254 0.258612637
1071 Lebanon Spain 0.242297617 0.412012669
1072 Lebanon Sweden 0.719177374 0.547758828
1073 Lebanon Thailand 0.085671565 0.507343045
1074 Lebanon Trinidad 0.318585243 0.289610295
1075 Lebanon Tunisia 0.252933545 0.434397323
1076 Lebanon Turkey 0.122413386 0.363893965
1077 Lebanon Ukraine 0.18078025 0.145139773
1078 Lebanon United States 0.330569192 0.378270535
1079 Lebanon Uruguay 0.248978114 0.275230589
1080 Lebanon Yemen 0.252381933 0.400398569
1081 Libya Malaysia 0.100065029 0.289570436
1082 Libya Mexico 0.29740284 0.180496949
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1083 Libya Morocco 0.157221077 0.202050807
1084 Libya Netherlands 0.694427415 0.509913031
1085 Libya New Zealand 0.612873427 0.547577003
1086 Libya Nigeria 0.061404217 0.206717153
1087 Libya Pakistan 0.127476573 0.267979205
1088 Libya Peru 0.143165604 0.197238507
1089 Libya Philippines 0.152316839 0.17286042
1090 Libya Poland 0.273921134 0.277834905
1091 Libya Romania 0.226400959 0.179224466
1092 Libya Russia 0.402651385 0.347280216
1093 Libya Rwanda 0.08922028 0.581727814
1094 Libya Slovenia 0.55178438 0.534296542
1095 Libya South Africa 0.294607162 0.242314605
1096 Libya Zimbabwe 0.040004613 0.200367394
1097 Libya Spain 0.451821689 0.485226567
1098 Libya Sweden 0.916369056 0.628959934
1099 Libya Thailand 0.289746159 0.605014099
1100 Libya Trinidad 0.115287378 0.155083767
1101 Libya Tunisia 0.245297652 0.33663252
1102 Libya Turkey 0.145649892 0.223240239
1103 Libya Ukraine 0.424004926 0.241630919
1104 Libya United States 0.472113924 0.374072696
1105 Libya Uruguay 0.367151883 0.328221533
1106 Libya Yemen 0.210972656 0.436250855
1107 Malaysia Mexico 0.253076548 0.327891075
1108 Malaysia Morocco 0.188773324 0.312539722
1109 Malaysia Netherlands 0.590178675 0.711389519
1110 Malaysia New Zealand 0.510357097 0.789622046
1111 Malaysia Nigeria 0.034428498 0.360695199
1112 Malaysia Pakistan 0.02484002 0.445750782
1113 Malaysia Peru 0.043723131 0.322814334
1114 Malaysia Philippines 0.09947898 0.356973171
1115 Malaysia Poland 0.169622796 0.449789652
1116 Malaysia Romania 0.169130546 0.317482356
1117 Malaysia Russia 0.332228301 0.37847542
1118 Malaysia Rwanda 0.051391983 0.67121158
1119 Malaysia Slovenia 0.449147972 0.635291626
1120 Malaysia South Africa 0.192114406 0.274657734
1121 Malaysia Zimbabwe 0.05706352 0.232181492
1122 Malaysia Spain 0.347717123 0.596853824
1123 Malaysia Sweden 0.812991106 0.797318474
1124 Malaysia Thailand 0.1889806 0.577541368
1125 Malaysia Trinidad 0.133499599 0.33131802
1126 Malaysia Tunisia 0.264471373 0.472281359
1127 Malaysia Turkey 0.056072161 0.374399128
1128 Malaysia Ukraine 0.359268453 0.279924333
1129 Malaysia United States 0.371409043 0.54346679
1130 Malaysia Uruguay 0.266665069 0.411732184
1131 Malaysia Yemen 0.238899828 0.533816857
1132 Mexico Morocco 0.440524575 0.38148205
1133 Mexico Netherlands 0.570020117 0.441622617
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1134 Mexico New Zealand 0.456423912 0.403518758
1135 Mexico Nigeria 0.265079491 0.290494812
1136 Mexico Pakistan 0.258221511 0.432779668
1137 Mexico Peru 0.220840752 0.104885278
1138 Mexico Philippines 0.150787001 0.065109958
1139 Mexico Poland 0.26397866 0.175920157
1140 Mexico Romania 0.407488988 0.165527897
1141 Mexico Russia 0.532305498 0.280212616
1142 Mexico Rwanda 0.307735773 0.517470556
1143 Mexico Slovenia 0.502737577 0.418611925
1144 Mexico South Africa 0.314568192 0.229866077
1145 Mexico Zimbabwe 0.282169745 0.32338604
1146 Mexico Spain 0.39033157 0.308315471
1147 Mexico Sweden 0.750013715 0.500281023
1148 Mexico Thailand 0.326966385 0.590435535
1149 Mexico Trinidad 0.189593411 0.188224985
1150 Mexico Tunisia 0.520864983 0.421403545
1151 Mexico Turkey 0.292425727 0.282111492
1152 Mexico Ukraine 0.56630287 0.181893312
1153 Mexico United States 0.31937511 0.260456402
1154 Mexico Uruguay 0.24694512 0.089371831
1155 Mexico Yemen 0.493088019 0.419142106
1156 Morocco Netherlands 0.719050904 0.82560244
1157 Morocco New Zealand 0.660768932 0.782483428
1158 Morocco Nigeria 0.17120842 0.26453267
1159 Morocco Pakistan 0.196462691 0.378361834
1160 Morocco Peru 0.232977944 0.359314853
1161 Morocco Philippines 0.285795609 0.356523512
1162 Morocco Poland 0.319990222 0.520740673
1163 Morocco Romania 0.160295221 0.384883536
1164 Morocco Russia 0.319575986 0.498086783
1165 Morocco Rwanda 0.133624869 0.667842705
1166 Morocco Slovenia 0.55069034 0.77729513
1167 Morocco South Africa 0.314714573 0.398296788
1168 Morocco Zimbabwe 0.155699741 0.187520841
1169 Morocco Spain 0.472576291 0.730410562
1170 Morocco Sweden 0.951553371 0.906661116
1171 Morocco Thailand 0.301517811 0.720627107
1172 Morocco Trinidad 0.274741036 0.350505492
1173 Morocco Tunisia 0.084004048 0.428289768
1174 Morocco Turkey 0.179763624 0.371137944
1175 Morocco Ukraine 0.328887843 0.3883218
1176 Morocco United States 0.53418552 0.615080246
1177 Morocco Uruguay 0.434502131 0.53522338
1178 Morocco Yemen 0.049877306 0.419732558
1179 Netherlands New Zealand 0.117916893 0.170726143
1180 Netherlands Nigeria 0.628797496 0.594685693
1181 Netherlands Pakistan 0.563752842 0.631641298
1182 Netherlands Peru 0.548828073 0.458777184
1183 Netherlands Philippines 0.581708247 0.492650063
1184 Netherlands Poland 0.416366358 0.295561512
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1185 Netherlands Romania 0.561934082 0.427558802
1186 Netherlands Russia 0.48767011 0.436445856
1187 Netherlands Rwanda 0.618971119 0.879185533
1188 Netherlands Slovenia 0.181915365 0.167202267
1189 Netherlands South Africa 0.404071194 0.432248626
1190 Netherlands Zimbabwe 0.651235762 0.719273542
1191 Netherlands Spain 0.243084784 0.264989469
1192 Netherlands Sweden 0.230440633 0.198161138
1193 Netherlands Thailand 0.414881934 0.562164985
1194 Netherlands Trinidad 0.671038609 0.520530287
1195 Netherlands Tunisia 0.740582043 0.789844974
1196 Netherlands Turkey 0.555844654 0.519675425
1197 Netherlands Ukraine 0.51410819 0.436906068
1198 Netherlands United States 0.246863588 0.193432452
1199 Netherlands Uruguay 0.338507217 0.302164366
1200 Netherlands Yemen 0.741753348 0.764569602
1201 New Zealand Nigeria 0.548156816 0.617148335
1202 New Zealand Pakistan 0.486420556 0.620969656
1203 New Zealand Peru 0.465466753 0.454312767
1204 New Zealand Philippines 0.485982985 0.497036558
1205 New Zealand Poland 0.341083351 0.256796913
1206 New Zealand Romania 0.514934455 0.443626846
1207 New Zealand Russia 0.479569721 0.460418613
1208 New Zealand Rwanda 0.546705963 0.77698589
1209 New Zealand Slovenia 0.198105775 0.256420157
1210 New Zealand South Africa 0.342222096 0.512637203
1211 New Zealand Zimbabwe 0.571515908 0.661115505
1212 New Zealand Spain 0.195708812 0.340840533
1213 New Zealand Sweden 0.301018583 0.207275416
1214 New Zealand Thailand 0.356699505 0.579818099
1215 New Zealand Trinidad 0.574486971 0.475068796
1216 New Zealand Tunisia 0.695374526 0.758363119
1217 New Zealand Turkey 0.485405412 0.616558492
1218 New Zealand Ukraine 0.511336324 0.466049958
1219 New Zealand United States 0.140744043 0.185120059
1220 New Zealand Uruguay 0.243243141 0.338858431
1221 New Zealand Yemen 0.69077188 0.716629201
1222 Nigeria Pakistan 0.062392587 0.252744685
1223 Nigeria Peru 0.079017395 0.13327113
1224 Nigeria Philippines 0.110578175 0.210733584
1225 Nigeria Poland 0.208275801 0.335371159
1226 Nigeria Romania 0.18631206 0.291723495
1227 Nigeria Russia 0.356916076 0.298770926
1228 Nigeria Rwanda 0.047846313 0.40720264
1229 Nigeria Slovenia 0.487230712 0.537641422
1230 Nigeria South Africa 0.230046091 0.163872039
1231 Nigeria Zimbabwe 0.019501224 0.182780998
1232 Nigeria Spain 0.386336209 0.594935641
1233 Nigeria Sweden 0.851196737 0.675620524
1234 Nigeria Thailand 0.226140347 0.496871854
1235 Nigeria Trinidad 0.116367978 0.193608505
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Table 1: DBRV Cultural Distance
ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
1236 Nigeria Tunisia 0.253270339 0.363473305
1237 Nigeria Turkey 0.085986822 0.265177075
1238 Nigeria Ukraine 0.381769036 0.257105006
1239 Nigeria United States 0.408355436 0.502691477
1240 Nigeria Uruguay 0.303437164 0.379235262
1241 Nigeria Yemen 0.224049466 0.48149015
1242 Pakistan Peru 0.034235803 0.329441493
1243 Pakistan Philippines 0.110227302 0.337208541
1244 Pakistan Poland 0.143270395 0.392042285
1245 Pakistan Romania 0.151251451 0.384548694
1246 Pakistan Russia 0.307878363 0.498416366
1247 Pakistan Rwanda 0.060662425 0.583790169
1248 Pakistan Slovenia 0.420600904 0.572024479
1249 Pakistan South Africa 0.163433901 0.337275477
1250 Pakistan Zimbabwe 0.083551594 0.356347228
1251 Pakistan Spain 0.320177965 0.624033275
1252 Pakistan Sweden 0.787977183 0.741020597
1253 Pakistan Thailand 0.159962253 0.623219461
1254 Pakistan Trinidad 0.158135894 0.312051067
1255 Pakistan Tunisia 0.265927874 0.554372003
1256 Pakistan Turkey 0.033297264 0.335987786
1257 Pakistan Ukraine 0.336109805 0.34410244
1258 Pakistan United States 0.349306941 0.513463297
1259 Pakistan Uruguay 0.245196113 0.520356655
1260 Pakistan Yemen 0.243538135 0.634379204
1261 Peru Philippines 0.078248275 0.031938496
1262 Peru Poland 0.130472533 0.183594226
1263 Peru Romania 0.184636222 0.160884288
1264 Peru Russia 0.331548685 0.186674698
1265 Peru Rwanda 0.095403208 0.37874562
1266 Peru Slovenia 0.4151581 0.420099676
1267 Peru South Africa 0.161382818 0.146997487
1268 Peru Zimbabwe 0.102706464 0.3032736
1269 Peru Spain 0.309835179 0.352955007
1270 Peru Sweden 0.769133629 0.532076109
1271 Peru Thailand 0.162153845 0.484696802
1272 Peru Trinidad 0.142781052 0.183327791
1273 Peru Tunisia 0.304180687 0.404823543
1274 Peru Turkey 0.06749336 0.266314108
1275 Peru Ukraine 0.361708028 0.113731235
1276 Peru United States 0.325135704 0.314481794
1277 Peru Uruguay 0.220197692 0.129723406
1278 Peru Yemen 0.281137689 0.467342655
1279 Philippines Poland 0.184558498 0.185253011
1280 Philippines Romania 0.265449909 0.208792264
1281 Philippines Russia 0.413262272 0.250369542
1282 Philippines Rwanda 0.153083101 0.383995593
1283 Philippines Slovenia 0.467428338 0.413307225
1284 Philippines South Africa 0.226601386 0.204932519
1285 Philippines Zimbabwe 0.129284198 0.310896032
1286 Philippines Spain 0.356427474 0.357892077
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ID country 1 country 2 IW index DBRV index
1287 Philippines Sweden 0.791124478 0.515511586
1288 Philippines Thailand 0.231738191 0.491650909
1289 Philippines Trinidad 0.085090831 0.216820677
1290 Philippines Tunisia 0.365907791 0.427130998
1291 Philippines Turkey 0.14727693 0.269646238
1292 Philippines Ukraine 0.443900603 0.18214632
1293 Philippines United States 0.341207369 0.372709587
1294 Philippines Uruguay 0.239877616 0.184324323
1295 Philippines Yemen 0.338118297 0.427097911
1296 Poland Romania 0.197585311 0.115922062
1297 Poland Russia 0.271049339 0.236740035
1298 Poland Rwanda 0.201486422 0.52472844
1299 Poland Slovenia 0.281650624 0.22588171
1300 Poland South Africa 0.046432549 0.284531814
1301 Poland Zimbabwe 0.230628356 0.444781401
1302 Poland Spain 0.17512654 0.187267355
1303 Poland Sweden 0.64088307 0.35081408
1304 Poland Thailand 0.060598204 0.441070441
1305 Poland Trinidad 0.268742324 0.28773118
1306 Poland Tunisia 0.367877287 0.399323265
1307 Poland Turkey 0.140217352 0.264818626
1308 Poland Ukraine 0.306775514 0.179089205
1309 Poland United States 0.209956036 0.243061022
1310 Poland Uruguay 0.1129072 0.173129633
1311 Poland Yemen 0.356273149 0.553215345
1312 Romania Russia 0.172816294 0.183379509
1313 Romania Rwanda 0.136865014 0.553377916
1314 Romania Slovenia 0.388440594 0.321721825
1315 Romania South Africa 0.173213226 0.235943654
1316 Romania Zimbabwe 0.191614174 0.321774612
1317 Romania Spain 0.319103479 0.290152505
1318 Romania Sweden 0.796077677 0.447816084
1319 Romania Thailand 0.156416842 0.536992554
1320 Romania Trinidad 0.304901585 0.206783139
1321 Romania Tunisia 0.176313527 0.302566059
1322 Romania Turkey 0.113938682 0.220713552
1323 Romania Ukraine 0.193427893 0.130273514
1324 Romania United States 0.401829312 0.28832131
1325 Romania Uruguay 0.313460804 0.133470669
1326 Romania Yemen 0.175683361 0.44979838
1327 Russia Rwanda 0.310943704 0.516585559
1328 Russia Slovenia 0.301513628 0.337417114
1329 Russia South Africa 0.222416955 0.267391006
1330 Russia Zimbabwe 0.365635928 0.410211279
1331 Russia Spain 0.285566656 0.437832801
1332 Russia Sweden 0.718328809 0.504820702
1333 Russia Thailand 0.20633268 0.390414568
1334 Russia Trinidad 0.469795369 0.328418188
1335 Russia Tunisia 0.295142104 0.39928436
1336 Russia Turkey 0.272013792 0.36100219
1337 Russia Ukraine 0.032370931 0.04735757
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1338 Russia United States 0.409685303 0.36704907
1339 Russia Uruguay 0.356951785 0.27128856
1340 Russia Yemen 0.313123329 0.494013829
1341 Rwanda Slovenia 0.467036616 0.770116491
1342 Rwanda South Africa 0.212071525 0.529516747
1343 Rwanda Zimbabwe 0.050608626 0.586840125
1344 Rwanda Spain 0.372765801 0.830063048
1345 Rwanda Sweden 0.846092647 0.991654666
1346 Rwanda Thailand 0.204394425 0.594507429
1347 Rwanda Trinidad 0.168426947 0.578602392
1348 Rwanda Tunisia 0.209109355 0.628371034
1349 Rwanda Turkey 0.059050541 0.553848759
1350 Rwanda Ukraine 0.334001575 0.495588369
1351 Rwanda United States 0.411912763 0.738460796
1352 Rwanda Uruguay 0.30855738 0.635590945
1353 Rwanda Yemen 0.18327754 0.593573547
1354 Slovenia South Africa 0.252972804 0.434690718
1355 Slovenia Zimbabwe 0.507547817 0.692643798
1356 Slovenia Spain 0.109303169 0.214437272
1357 Slovenia Sweden 0.413964595 0.235999123
1358 Slovenia Thailand 0.258546329 0.522085494
1359 Slovenia Trinidad 0.553950648 0.470092905
1360 Slovenia Tunisia 0.563060083 0.657726441
1361 Slovenia Turkey 0.404364278 0.54183728
1362 Slovenia Ukraine 0.328315024 0.318330758
1363 Slovenia United States 0.212837099 0.310302273
1364 Slovenia Uruguay 0.251656842 0.255998674
1365 Slovenia Yemen 0.567698165 0.742672358
1366 South Africa Zimbabwe 0.250385098 0.223384707
1367 South Africa Spain 0.15694225 0.395624343
1368 South Africa Sweden 0.634128249 0.501659331
1369 South Africa Thailand 0.01411041 0.479315678
1370 South Africa Trinidad 0.306335163 0.255195358
1371 South Africa Tunisia 0.351406525 0.572545451
1372 South Africa Turkey 0.148805542 0.241623825
1373 South Africa Ukraine 0.258533183 0.233979046
1374 South Africa United States 0.224388871 0.337823015
1375 South Africa Uruguay 0.141509434 0.247544645
1376 South Africa Yemen 0.34467615 0.587682682
1377 Zimbabwe Spain 0.407967416 0.689420882
1378 Zimbabwe Sweden 0.874292065 0.758708672
1379 Zimbabwe Thailand 0.245523116 0.608165091
1380 Zimbabwe Trinidad 0.120281419 0.18779396
1381 Zimbabwe Tunisia 0.240414789 0.420924213
1382 Zimbabwe Turkey 0.101982606 0.266309181
1383 Zimbabwe Ukraine 0.388850732 0.357875364
1384 Zimbabwe United States 0.431978263 0.470467934
1385 Zimbabwe Uruguay 0.327081732 0.474035645
1386 Zimbabwe Yemen 0.20941388 0.39087434
1387 Spain Sweden 0.474741669 0.288948114
1388 Spain Thailand 0.167591095 0.604489229
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1389 Spain Trinidad 0.444091168 0.511154952
1390 Spain Tunisia 0.499468444 0.770374174
1391 Spain Turkey 0.309489323 0.537700669
1392 Spain Ukraine 0.319480093 0.329746446
1393 Spain United States 0.131033523 0.273860489
1394 Spain Uruguay 0.140242111 0.153921442
1395 Spain Yemen 0.497745101 0.732423094
1396 Sweden Thailand 0.646139686 0.659407475
1397 Sweden Trinidad 0.879407855 0.625063425
1398 Sweden Tunisia 0.975119257 0.835410283
1399 Sweden Turkey 0.78356532 0.648195651
1400 Sweden Ukraine 0.742679206 0.496445957
1401 Sweden United States 0.445684671 0.338217587
1402 Sweden Uruguay 0.548399157 0.307257586
1403 Sweden Yemen 0.975712014 0.844065352
1404 Thailand Trinidad 0.308612598 0.562469268
1405 Thailand Tunisia 0.33550115 0.66285353
1406 Thailand Turkey 0.14157829 0.503032529
1407 Thailand Ukraine 0.242205654 0.382594071
1408 Thailand United States 0.24154692 0.60454964
1409 Thailand Uruguay 0.159857057 0.495320683
1410 Thailand Yemen 0.329831458 0.58853244
1411 Trinidad Tunisia 0.361904692 0.401794175
1412 Trinidad Turkey 0.193552359 0.261668736
1413 Trinidad Ukraine 0.497003152 0.283118676
1414 Trinidad United States 0.429550108 0.305693655
1415 Trinidad Uruguay 0.329036831 0.325039296
1416 Trinidad Yemen 0.328836646 0.487885341
1417 Tunisia Turkey 0.240956705 0.380321399
1418 Tunisia Ukraine 0.294807646 0.350879756
1419 Tunisia United States 0.578813468 0.679611899
1420 Tunisia Uruguay 0.484974118 0.507783807
1421 Tunisia Yemen 0.032872131 0.396461314
1422 Turkey Ukraine 0.299496145 0.303979814
1423 Turkey United States 0.353076566 0.444427466
1424 Turkey Uruguay 0.251427144 0.39063647
1425 Turkey Yemen 0.222261114 0.518988819
1426 Ukraine United States 0.445216657 0.360664114
1427 Ukraine Uruguay 0.393557991 0.199987648
1428 Ukraine Yemen 0.31649991 0.472454495
1429 United States Uruguay 0.100726195 0.236450963
1430 United States Yemen 0.569456247 0.648654613
1431 Uruguay Yemen 0.472671574 0.525178468
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Figure 1: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Algeria, Argentina, Armenia,
Australia, Azerbaijan, Brazil.
(a) Algeria Cultural Network (b) Argentina Cultural Network
(c) Armenia Cultural Network (d) Australia Cultural Network
(e) Azerbaijan Cultural Network (f) Brazil Cultural Network
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Figure 2: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Chile, China, Colombia,
Cyprus, Ecuador, Estonia.
(a) Chile Cultural Network (b) China Cultural Network
(c) Colombia Cultural Network (d) Cyprus Cultural Network
(e) Ecuador Cultural Network (f) Estonia Cultural Network
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Figure 3: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Georgia, Germany, Ghana,
Haiti, Hong Kong, India.
(a) Georgia Cultural Network (b) Germany Cultural Network
(c) Ghana Cultural Network (d) Haiti Cultural Network
(e) Hong Kong Cultural Network (f) India Cultural Network
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Figure 4: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Iraq, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Japan, Jordan, Lebanon.
(a) Iraq Cultural Network (b) Kazakhstan Cultural Network
(c) Kyrgyzstan Cultural Network (d) Japan Cultural Network
(e) Jordan Cultural Network (f) Lebanon Cultural Network
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Figure 5: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Libya, Malaysia, Mexico, Mo-
rocco, Netherlands, New Zealand.
(a) Libya Cultural Network (b) Malaysia Cultural Network
(c) Mexico Cultural Network (d) Morocco Cultural Network
(e) Netherlands Cultural Network (f) New Zealand Cultural Network
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Figure 6: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Nigeria, Pakistan, Palestine,
Peru, Philippines, Poland.
(a) Nigeria Cultural Network (b) Pakistan Cultural Network
(c) Palestine Cultural Network (d) Peru Cultural Network
(e) Philippines Cultural Network (f) Poland Cultural Network
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Figure 7: The Network Structure of National Culture: Romania, Russia, Rwanda,
Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea.
(a) Romania Cultural Network (b) Russia Cultural Network
(c) Rwanda Cultural Network (d) Slovenia Cultural Network
(e) South Africa Cultural Network (f) South Korea Cultural Network
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Figure 8: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Thai-
land, Trinidad, Tunisia.
(a) Spain Cultural Network (b) Sweden Cultural Network
(c) Taiwan Cultural Network (d) Thailand Cultural Network
(e) Trinidad Cultural Network (f) Tunisia Cultural Network
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Figure 9: The Network Structure of National Cultures: Turkey, Ukraine, United States,
Uruguay, Yemen, Zimbabwe.
(a) Turkey Cultural Network (b) Ukraine Cultural Network
(c) United States Cultural Network (d) Uruguay Cultural Network
(e) Yemen Cultural Network (f) Zimbabwe Cultural Network
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Figure 10: The Network Structure of DBRV cultural distance.
Note: Network of countries is built transforming the DBRV cultural distance matrix in a binary adjacency matrix. The
adjacency matrix is constructed in such a way that each country is connected only with the countries with the three
lowest distances. The network is generally in agreement with the DBRV cultural map of Figure 6 in the main paper: it
visually shows three groups connected through intermediate countries. Thailand and Estonia now belong to the group
of Confucian countries, while Slovenia is aggregated with Protestant and English-speaking countries. A third group
contains all the other countries and is connected from different sides to the other two groups through three countries:
Spain connects the “Slovenia group” with the “Latin America” side, while Russia and Kazakhstan connect the “Thailand
group” with the “African-Islamic” side.
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